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CHAPTER I1

introduction

justification OF THE STUDY

the LDS institutes of religion exists for the pur-

pose of teaching the gospel of jesus christ as explained

and defined by the legal administrators of the lord the

instructors are to assist the youth of the church to reach

meaningful answers to the current issues and problems of

modern lifeliteilfe and to live worthy for exaltation in the life
to come

resource materials available to the instructors to

help them accomplish this assignment come from three sources

1 the standard works 2 the teachers own study thinking

and inspirational abilities and 3 messages and statements

made by the first presidency and council of the twelve

apostles

the first source the standard works serve as the

text books for those who teach in the church schools

they are the foundation of truth elder harold B lee told
the seminary and institute personnel that all teachings
could be measured to see whether or not they were false or

R
1
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haroidlharoldcharold

coyencoxen
erabra

siripturesscriptures

true he saidsaidseaidealdmaids

if anyone teaches beyond what the scriptures teach
we may put it down as speculation except one man who
has the right to bring forth any new doctrine that
is the one man who holds the keys the prophet seer
and revelator who presidespreside in that high place and
no one else if anyone presumes to bring forth what
he claims to be new doctrine you may know that it is
purely his own opinion and you label it as such
regardless of his position in the churchchurchychurche if it
contradicts something that is in the scriptures you
may label it immediately that it is false that is
why we call the scriptures our four standard church
works they are the standards by which we measure
all doctrine and if anything is taught which is co-
ntrary to that which is in the scriptures it is
false it is just that simple 1

secondly teachers are expected to throughly study

and think through their lesson preparations they are e-
ntitled to inspirationinspirati and indeedInde eadend if ye receive not

the spirit ye shall not teach 2 teachers must be cautious

to assure their teachings are completely in harmony with

the divine word of the lord unlike other academic dis-

ciplines true religious education cannot be a product of

mansmas thinkingthin andICIng philosophical abilities for the religion
teacher in this church does not have academic freedom

elder mark E peterson cautioned the church school teachers
by sayingsayings

we cannot take liberties with it gospel not
even under the guise of academic freedomfre foredoinedornadorn in

harold B lee viewpoint oforo ar giantglant ll11 address to
the seminary and institute personnel july 18 1968 6 for
further reference see hg improvementlmprjovem january 1969 p 12

the doctrine andanndennsends covenants 4204ants 42 74 salt lake city
the church of jesus christchrist of latterdaylatter saintsday 1964 here-
after cited as dec

2

keysthe
s

and

on ye
112

philosoph acalical

zgospe37

view ointP J

the p12
2theathe

ciplines

end
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amark3markmarr

I1 s

cheritheri

3

teaching the gospel there is no academic freedom
I1 would like to repeat that in teaching the gospel
there is no academic freedom there is only funda-
mental orthodox doctrine and truth

this clarifies the obligation the teacher has

accepted he should not interpetinternetinter thepet church through his
personal mental ability he does not have the freedom to

teach unorthodox doctrine

the third area of source material deals not only

with what god has revealed but with all that he does

now reveal and that he will yet reveal

that is what the lord has told us

in this day the assignment of the church teacheteacher then

is to know what the lord prophets have taught and to teach

those teachings to the youth of the church under the in-

fluence of the spirit of the lord

statement of the problem

the LDS college students are aware of the many dif-
fering philosophies being advanced on current issues they

mark E peterson avoiding sectarianism 11 address
to the seminary and institute personnel june 22 1962 3
see also J reuban clarkdark jr genius of our church organiza-
tion address to seminary and institute personnalpersonnelpers juneonnal
17 1958 18

ee viewpointewpoint of a giant 7 see also mosiahmoslah
1819018 1I190 peter 411 and dacd&c 52236523605233052 36o

0
it

elder harold B lee admonished the seminary and institute
teachers to teach11tecach what was taught by the prophets and

apostles and teach what you do by the comforter and by

the prayerpraverdraver of faith
4 r

churchunder

f

180

4leealee ivi
1 0 0

ivl
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iesuelesue slisll they face

purpose of tjie studystaystax
this study deals with the third area of source

material messages and statements of the first presidency

4

often desire to learn the position of the church on these

current issues and seek counsel and answers from their in-

stitute instructors this places a great obligation on

the instructors to be currentlycurre informedritly on the statements

and messages made by the church authorities in order to give

proper answers

twowo primary problems have been precipitated 1

there are some teachers who feel dependent upon developing

workable solutions to current issues in a theologicalnontheologicalnon

manner primarily born out of some basic principles of

functionalism this type of teacher may move away from the

arbitarlallyarbitarially dictated positions or counsel of church authori-

ties they come to accept the statements of church authori-

ties as wise but not necessarily any more useful than the
reasoning of other men 2 those teachers who depend

more upon the statements of the church authorities for their
resource materials find that curriculum writers of the de-

partment of education have a difficult job keeping the

lesson plans current because of the expense and labor in-
volved in updating these course outlines

something could possibly be done to insure a moreraore

unified method of providing the instructors with proper

and current answers to the burning issueissues

acceptcapt

1

the

partment
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5

and council of the twelvetwelver for the purpose of 1 deter-
mining what use is being made by institute instructors in

the church school system of the tementsstatementscements anaand messages of

the modern prophets 2 to evaluate the institutestltutestatute instruc-
tors awareness of positionsposit andlonsions principles stated by modern

prophets 3 to determine the instructors evaluationaluationacuation of

the present curriculum as it relates to the topic and 4

to recommend on the basis of the findings a syllabus that
might be adopted by the institute program containing the

significant statements of the modern prophets on the reli-
gious socioeconomicsocio issues13economic ofsues our day and time

definition OF TERMS USED

thejtodjpropt
those men who are sustained by the church membe-

rship as prophets seers and revelatorsrevelatory t that is the

first presidency members of the council of the twelve

and the patriarch to the church

the brethren
A title referring to the same men as those defined

as modern prophets this title usually applies to all the

general authorities of the church but will behe limited to

only the prophets seers and revelators in this study

messagesMes andsaves statements of the viodern P hete

only those statements or messages which were given

1deter
mining

sta

2to ln

evaluation
4

recommend

the modern prophetspronhetsPronhets
k he

pre idencysi
andthe

ofthe

ato
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eslesi

6

while the specific prophet was acting in his official capa-

city will be used that is statements of the first presi-
dency speeches articlesart1cjle and editorials of the president

of the churchchurchy and general conference reporreportslepor given to the

hurchchurch by members of the first presidency council of the

twelve and the patriarch to the church the only excep-

tion to this will be in chapter 11II part 11II this section
of the thesis deals with certain council given by the

prophets to the seminary and institute personnel in special

devotionals over the past several years and held in various

places

current issues
those issues in our culture for which LDS college

students feel a need for direction and counsel the
issues will be limited to the ten most significant issues

chosen by a cross section of LDS college students in four

institutes of religionreliglreligh in four states in the western

united states

pr

s

ts
1

patriarch

several

on

un1sted4ted
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151131 turalturai def initionanition

exiexlsting

defdof ined

ltlatl

CHAPTER II11

REVIEW OF THE literature

POSITION OF LIVING PROPHETS DEFINED

A study made to determine the use made of state-
ments of general authorities of the church would not be

valid if evidence was not included to verify why such

statements were important enough to warrant such research

the role of those men in the church who are sustained as

prophetsuprophets seers and reveiators will be defined from

two sources 1 scriptural definitions and 2 definitions
given by some of the prophets themselves

scrigturaj defjni
since the early days of joseph smith there have been

those within the church who have quibbled over the position

of the church authorities and their right to dictate certain
matters to the people this trend in the modern church is
not surprising when one views the whole of world history
and studies the relationship existing between people and

prophets although the reasons for such disunity is varied

the ultimate answer is rather simple as defined by the lord
in various revelations no attempt will be made here to
analyze in depth the basic reasons advanced by those who

7

author es oftheodthe

surprisingwhen

defini
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seem to be troubled with this matter analysis of some

scriptural statements will be sufficient to establish an

adequate definition of the position of prophets

A revelation received by joseph smith on april 16

1830 was partially directed to the churchchurchy which had just
been organized note how clearly the lord defines what he

expects of the church in regard to this mattermatters

wherefore meaning the churchy thou shalt give
heed unto all his dosephjoseph smitjh7 words and comman-
dments which he shall give unto you as he receivethrecelvethreceiverecelrecalrecai
thethem

veth
walking in all holinessholhoi beforeinelss me

for his word ye shall receive as if from mine
own mouthy in all patience and faithfalthsalthsaith

it is interesting to note the lordelordloraloras threefoldthree
promise

fold
made to church members that in doing these

things 1 the gates of hellhedheilheiihea shall1 not prevail against
you 2 the powers of darkness would be sperseddispersedspersen and

3 he would cause the heavens to shake for your good
2

in this same revelation joseph smith is identified
as a seer a translator a prophet an apostle of jesusjesue

christ an elder of the church 3 these significant
identifying terms give insight to the role joseph smith

was to have before the church additional strength was

addeoadded to the church in 1833 when the first presidency was

organized of this group the lord said 11

0 0 0 whosoever

receivethrecelvethreceiverecel meveth receivethrecelvethreceiverecel thoseveth the firstbirsthirst presidency whom

1d&cijd&c 214521450214 50 22&c2
5 216dac

3d&c 211

d c
1 atnesftnes

church
zioseph smith7words

n

mouth

lords

di spersed

112

113

added

th

th th
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webewere somesom persons

making false claims to the point of receiving revelation for
the church in order that you may not be deceiveddeceived11 the

lord stated that only one person would be appointed to

marchimanchi

decdeecended

9

I1 have sent this sameamesamaama concept could be expanded

to include those who can legally be called servants of the

lord in 1832 christ revealed fortor he that receivethreceive my

servants receivethrecelvethreceiverecel meveth the alternate course not to

receive the first presidency or christs servants is tanta-
mount to not receive christ

during the winter of 1830311830 there31 were

receive revelation for the church at a time this was to
be a law to the people and remains today as an effective
key to the church membership

scriptural warnings are replete to church members

to be cautious in regard to their individual philosophy of

the position of prophets in march 1833 the lord de-

clared
imdand all they who receive the oracles of god

let them beware how they hold them lest they
are accounted as a light thingthiL andng are brought
under condemnation thereby and stumble and fall
when the storms descended and the winds blow
and the rains deccendedescended and beat upon their
house 7

4d&c4p&c 11220 C 843684236

6d&cSC 4318431 see8 also dacd&c 286
7d&c7j&c 905 see also in the dacd&c 1913151913 50365036y5036215

56145614y 101781017 1039y8 105261710526177 108121081271081 110827 12445
46y460 13371

114 s

115

e

6

th

5d&c

90 5 19 131513 50 36to it

103 9

th
th

11

108 1 2

wor
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tiloiltii

io10

several centuries before the lord had given this
direction to the church mormon a book of mormon prophetro

recorded

S rhet
the

p

following warning to those who would not

accept the words of christ as well as the words of those

ilehellelie had chosen and sent among the people he warned

for whoso receivethreceive not the words of jesus and
the wokaswotdswokds of those whom he hath sent receivethreceive not
him and therefore he will not receive them at the
last day

and it would be better for them if they had
not been born

iilo1110

hereaberea IC ter

8

such an indictment for rejectionreject oflon the words of

christ and his prophets point out the importance of people

having a positive attitude toward the statements of those
men sustained as prophets11prophets seers and revelatorsrevelatory 11

one of the apparent keys to survival from the catas-

trophic destruction in america immediately preceding christschristy
personal ministry was that the survivors if received

the prophets 9 while the justification christ used

to burn the inhabitants of several cities was because

of their wickedness in casting out the prophets

it is evident christ placed greatgraat importance upon the role
of his prophets to the people this is further evidenced

within his message to the nephite survivors blessed are

ye ifit ye shall give heed unto the words of these twelve

whom I1 have chosen il

the book of0 mormonf salt lake city the church of
jesus clirtst of latterdaylatter saintsday 1964 111IIIliilil nephineph 2834.352834352834352834
hereafter

35
cited by a specificspeclspeal book12ic within the compilation

9111 nephi 10121032103.2 IIIlii11110111 nephi 910 IIIili11111111illnii nephi 121

beforethe

as

ca ta s

0

119 justificationmication

wic edness

itis placedgreat

cho s en

8theathe
clix71st

th
th

11

ion
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I1 s min istryastry
11

proceedingPiece christschristeding ministry another book of mormon

prophet gives insightful meaning to the position of gods
prophets speaking to the priests of king noah abinadi

interpretsisaiahinterprets 5310isaiah see mosiah 1410 he quotesquotequotas
if when thou shalt make his soul an offering for sin
he shall see his seed

his people
and have looked forward to that day for a remission
of their sins I1 say unto youy6uyau that these are his
seed 2

the equivalent to the term seed childrenischildrenis
those who have believed the words of the prophets could

also be called christs children he further promised

that all the prophets and all those that have be-

lieved in their words or all those that have kept the com-

mandments of god shall come forth in the first resurrec-

tion the seed of christ become his children and receive

the first resurrection hearing and believing the words

of prophets therefore is a well developed theme in the

book of mormon over sixty references relating to this

mosiah 1510111510 see11 also acts 32526325

moslahmosiah

26

152215122151 22

s

0

0 0
il in the following chapter

abinadi asks an interesting question and who shall be his
seed providing his own answer he proclaimed

behold I1 say unto you that whosoever has
heard the words of the prophets yea all the
holy prophets who have ever prophesied concerning
the coming of the lord I1 say unto you that all
those who have harkened unto their words and
believed that the lord would redeem

lordi

&
12

13

12 15 1011ioli10

13

mandments

moslah
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14galegaie

16matthewmatthev 440
evroyivroy

12

theme have been researched from thlthisthi volumeVo oflurae scripture 1

biblical history and teachings add conclusive evi-

dence to thisthl themetheinethame christ prayed for unity in his inter-
cessory prayer for all those who would come to believe on

him through the words of his apostles on another occa

he said man shall not live by bread alone but by every

word that proceedethproce outedeth of the mouth of god A modern

day apostle or son F whitney said this means the latest
1 7word which comes from the living prophet A promise with

directive finality was given to the israelites after their
return from egypt surely the lord godcod will do nothing

ft
but he revealethreve hisaleth secret unto his servants the prophets

the teachings of this volume of scripture add important

significance to the philosophy of the position of prophets
19to the people

A fitting summary to the scriptural position taken

in regard to prophets can be fouidfoundfouldfluid in what the lord called

gale J brimhall unpublished research paper 1968
see also jacob 46 mosiahmoslah 231 alma 562 helamenhelaman 1247124
and

7

ether chapter 11

iai5john 1720211720 matthew21 4 4

roy W doxey the latter da projphets the
docardoctr ine and covenantsants salt lake city 1965 vo3ttv7
ppap 397398397

amos

398

37
for additional information see matthew 1357132572

1016 40 luke 1016 revelations 1910 229 john 135-
51 54447544 6262862647 71228 exodusxodusbodusL 31231 41122 71271
3429

2

2320 numbers 1268126 14182314188 153031151303115301513023 161371161371&1613 71&311 71& 16 0 1 1 1

s 14

s

15

16

orson
17

hi s se ret servants 18

1968

15john

doctrine covenants t
18amos

19for

4 do 0

101 6

16

latter alajdlaj prepprqp ets and
sait
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definitiondeftnition aejajejasiven by general authorities

sonferenceconference

13

his preface to the doctrine and covenants it is a pro-

phetic warning issued to the earth
and the day cometh that they who will

not hear the voice of the lord neither the voice
of his servants neither give heed to the words
of the prophets and the apostles shall be cut
off from amonganiongadiong the people

for they have strayed from mine ordinances
and have broken mine everlasting covenants

they seek not the lord to establish his
righteousness but every man walkethwalseth in his own
way and after the image of his own god whose
image 20is in the likeness of the world

closing this revelation a promise is given that the

word of the lord would not pass away and that the prophecies

and promises written would all be fulfilled christ then

states with simple clarity the position of his annointed

servants as his representatives 11

autjhior itis
adding emphasis and interpretation to the scriptural

position we have just viewed are many statements from church

deuteronomy 136 44944 524235249 7623 823802382 957953 1818181807
2321 2618192618 2814472814 292947 kings 1713141713 isaiah14
2910 30913301913309301 11II139 chronicles 2020 jeremiah 1414151414 15
ezekial 327 3370 zechariah 13613

20d&c
6

11416114 for16 further information regardingregardi
the subject cut off see II11 nephinephlnepal 51920519 1I20 nephi 221
1 nephi 2219202219 elder20 harold B lee suggests these people
who are cut off are the foolish virgins in the parable of
the master they had not kept in mind the admonitions of
the lords appointed servants see conference report octo-
ber 1951 29

21d&c 13738137 see38 also II11 nephinephlnepal 3310

off from

awayand

andpromises

e WHETHER BY MINE

OWNoun VOICEvolce OR BY THE VOICE OF MYYX SERVANTS IT IS THE same21same1121SAME

apscapsc

211121

mine

definition g

OWNVOICE

26 18- 19 0 it 1

29 10

ng

01

Sonference
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presdresentationtationdentationen

mprovementimprovement esrajsra december 1966 110511081105111105

2

1108

conference3conference reportort salt lake city the church of
jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday april 1955 31 here-
after cited as confer encjep5rt

monthandmontrand

confebonference

alm2lmprovementvementmovementro era

14

authorities made since the binding and publication of the

standard works A brief presentation of this voluminous

collection should be sufficient to corroborate as well as

enlarge the stated position of prophets

elder spencer W kimball said

there are those who would assume that with the
printing and binding of these sacred scripture
records that would be the end of the prophets
but again we testify to the world that revela-
tion continues and that the vaults and filestilesflies of
the church are full

revelations come from month to monthmont and from
day to day and since 1830 they have continued
As long as time shall last a prophet recognized
of god will continue to interpret the mind and
will of god 22

in a general conference of the church elder marion

G romney testified
president david 0 mckay is a prophet

of the living god if you are the type of person
who would have believed that moses was a prophet
had you lived in his day you know that president
mckay is a prophet if you would have accepted
elijah or even the son of man you will accept
president david 00 mckaylackaymcray as a prophet of the
living god there are other prophets who will
talk to you during this conference prophets
as much as any men who ever lived upon the earth
have been prophets I1 plead with you to hear
their voices these men will preach and
teach teach the gospel of jesujesus christ as he
himself defined it

eldereider richard lo10 evans of the council of the

22spencer22 Wspencer kimball continuous revelation the
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twelve recently explained mans need for prophets

without a source of guidance and inspiration
and direction outside themselves men of them-
selves however earnest and able are not equal
to the problems and complexities of the day in
which we live

0 0 never in the past did we need revelation
inspiration commandments standards principles
and a prophet more than in the present24present

elder

24

evans pointed out that man is not sufficient
within himself to solve his own problems elder evans

solution rests in the role of prophets and an obedient

population this position is defined by elder delbert L

stapley

failure to accept and follow wholeheartedlywhole theheartedly
counsel and example of our leaders in moralmoralemorai ethical
and spiritual matters does not produce harmony but
disharmony it also places one in the position of
pitting ones knowledge and learning against that
which god has inspired or revealed through his
appointed servant some question the right of the
church through its leader to speak up and let the
world know and understand the position of the church
on ethical moralmoralemorai and political principles or
standards that have to do with the rights and we-
lfare of man who is able to spek more clearly or
authoritatively on such matters2matters

it
2

has been the nature of many within the church to

feel they can disagree with the counsel and directions of

the church leaders and yet be in perfect harmony enjoying

fullfuli fellowship with the church elder marion G romney

takes exception to this philosophy in these words

24richard24 11Richard evans if a thing is right the
improvement erabra june 1967 33

25ielbert25delbert25 LDelbertdeibert stapleyapley the pangs of unlearning
the improvement era june 1967 444544 45
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such a position is wholly inconsistent because
the guidance of the church comes not alone from
the written word but also from continuous reve-
lation and the lord gives that revelation to the
church through his chosen leaders and none else
it follows therefore and those who profess to
accept the gospel and who at the same time criti-
cize and refuse to follow the counsel of the
leaders are assuming an indefensible position 26

this indefensible position is assumed by some

members of the church on the basis that man can reason

solutions to solve the human dilemma this philosophy re-

jects much of the counsel of prophets and suggests that
the prophets speak within the confineconfines of their religious
sphere that this philosophy existed during the administra-

tion of brigham young is evidenced by his defying any man

on earth to point out the path a prophet of god should

walk in or point out his duty or just how far he must go

in dictating temporal or spiritual things temporal and

spiritual things are inseperablyinseparably connected and ever will
27

be A prophet therefore has the right to speak out on

ailallali matters

As to the safety in trusting this source of informa-

tion elder kimball promises

the authorities which the lord has placed in his
church constitute for the people of the church a
harbor a place of refuge a hitching post as it
were no one in this church will ever go far astray
who ties himself securelytosecurely to the church authorities
whom the lord has placed in his church this church

marion G romney conference report april 1942
17181718017 180

27
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will never go astray the quorum of the twelve
will never lead you into bypaths 7 it never has
and never will there could be individuals who
would falter there will never be a majority of
the council of the twelve on the wrong side at
any time

the position of the first presidency has specific
value to the church membershipmemberships president wilford woodruff

explains

let us read the revelations of god and give
heed to the teachings of the living oracles and
have faithfalth in their promises that we may hereby
have the spirit of god to enlighten us and to
guide us through this probation

the presidency of this church 0 9 are filled
with the spirit of the lord continually with the
spirit of teaching of counsel which if we follow
will lead us on to eternal lifelifesilfe therefore we are
blest and saved whenwhe we obey their teaching 2

this was amplified by elder marion G romney in 1945

today the lord is revealing his will to all the
inhabitants of the earth and to members of the
church in particular on the issues of this our day
through the living prophets with the first presi-
dency at the head WHAT THEY SAY AS A presidency
IS WHAT THE LORD WOULD SAY IF HE WERE HERE IN PERSON
THIS IS THE ROCK foundation OF MORMONISMMORMOKISM IF IT
EVER CEASES TO BE THE FACT THIS WILL BE AN APOS
TATE CHURCH SO I1 REPEAT AGAIN WHAT THE
presidency SWSY AS A presidency IS WHAT THE LORD
WOULD SAY IF HE WERE HERE AND IT IS SCRIPTURE
IT SHOULD BE STUDIED understood AND FOLLOWED
EVEN AS THE revelations IN THE DOCTRINE AND COVE-
NANTS AND OTHER scriptures caps are mine
those who follow this course will not interpret
what they say as being inspired by political bias
or selfishness neither will they say that the

spencer W kimball conferconfebonfe encerence reparreportreppr april
1955 1041040
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brethren are uninformed as to the circumstances
of those affected by their counsel or that their
counsels cannot be accepted because they are not
prefaced by the quotation thus saithsalth the lord

just prior to his death president henry D moyle

of the first presidency told the brigham young university

students

0 0 the older I1 get and the closer the contact
I1 have with the president of the churchchurchy the more I1
realize that the greatest of all scriptures which
we have in the world today is current scripture
what the mouthpiecemouth ofpiece god says to his children
is scripture it is intended for all the children
of god upon the earth it is his word and his
will and his law made manifest through scripture
and I1 love it more than all other it applies to
me today specifically and to you all

if we will heed the words of the lord through his
servant and prophet today said church church pat-

riarch eldred G smith the lord shall heal our land he
32shall give us eternal lifeilfe with the turmoil within and

without the church increasing these guides and promises

become increasingly appropriate

current issues within a culture usually precipitate
opinions of varying degree both in wisdom and intensity of

force such was the recent case of the liquor by the

drink issue in utah the church took a position emphat-

ically against the movement and employed every available
media to inform the public of the reasons for its stand

30marion30 GMarion romney conference rgot april 1945
8890889088 90

3lhenry D moyleloylemoyieloyie address to brigham young universitytristaketri firesidestake january 1963 787

32eldred32
8

GEldred smith conference Raporteport2ort october 1968
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opposition was soon forthcoming even from within the
church arising out of the arguments of the opponents

is this interesting definition of a false prophet given

by president N eldon tanner
when we decide that there are some commandments

of them that we will not keep or follow we are
taking the law of the lord into our own hands and
become our own prophets and believebelleve me we will
be led astray because we are false prophets to
ourselves when we do not follow the prophet of god

the term false prophet can justifablyjustifiably be used to

describe one who assumes an indefensible position against
or in opposition to the statements or positions of the
president of the church As president joseph F smith

has said he is gods mouthpiece to his people in all
things he is gods viceregentviceregentyvicere I1genty do not hesitate to
announce this truth

in 1945 elder marion G romney was alarmed by the

false philosophies and doctrinesdo6trines being advanced and pre-

sented in such an appealing manner as almost to deceive

the very elect to give the the people a guide whereby

they could be safsafe he said

there is only one sure way to define the truth
from the error that is to learn what the mind and
will of the father is on these matters and then do

Y it you will find it declared on many issues in
the messages of the first presidency

K eldon tanner conference report october
1966 98

joseph F smith gospel doctrine 13th ed7 salt
lakelaka city deseret book company 196tt p 210
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IF THERE BE THOSE AMONG US WHO FEEL AGGRIEVED
OUT OF HARMONY OR TO CRITICIZE MIATWHATmlatwiatM THEIATlat presidency
SAY ON THESE BURNING ISSUES OF OUR TIMES IT WOULD
BE WELL TO REMEMBER THAT THESE PROPHETS ARE BUT
DECLARING TO US THE WILL OF HE FATHER AND THAT THE
ONLY OPEN ROAD TO PEACE AND HAPPINESS IS TO BRING
OURSELVES INTO HARMONYHARVIONY THEREWITH caps are mine35

every six months the church meets in general con-

ference wherein the lords prophets can speak to the people

over the years some of the church membership have come to

realize the great value of these conferences As to their
importance elder harold B lee remarked

As the latterdaylatter saintsday go home from this con-
ference it would be well if they consider seriously
the importance of taking with them the report of this
conference and let it be the guide to their walk and

1 talk during the next six monthsMoritmolltmolit thesehs are the
important matters the lordlora sees fit to reveal to his
people in this day in this year

elder kimball said there were enough truths doctrine
and exhortations given in a single general conference to
save the oridworldorld from all its illsliis and I1 mean all its ills

in this same message given to brigham young university
students immediately following the april 1968 conference

he took this strong position

all the conferences and conventions com-
bined of all the years could not possibly be as
important as that recent threedaythree conferenceday of thefhef
lords

he
church

let no arrogant self assured selfstyledself intel-
lectual

styled
discard the truths there taught and the

marion G romney conferencereport april 1945
86918691086 910
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I1 hope many have been listening

I1 hope their hearts have burned within
them that they may realize the message that went
into their hearts 3

the lord has guided us from this pulpit dyring
our sessions in the daytime and last evening

I1 rovementvementmovementro

st38t38

it is of interest to note the closing remarks of

president david 0 mckay in general conference of the church

indicative of his expressed feelings are these quotations

dufftsufft8ent

21

testimonies there borne nor argue with the me-
ssages and instructions there given

I1 hope you young people all heard the messages
of the ages delivered last month there will be
other conferences every six months I1 hope you
will get your copy of the improvement era and
underline the pertinent thoughts and keep it with
you for continual reference no text or volume
outside the standard works of the church should
have such a prominent place on your personal
library shelves

who have had their hearts burn within them
0 a

the lord has magnified each one who has
spoken to the end that his words have emanatedgmanatedttanated
from the presence of our father

le
36ealize

d 61 ng

0 0

1I am in hearty accord with the admonitions
given during this conference if fe 0 if members
of the church would adopt these suggestions that
alone would be sufficient to make this people a
light upon a hill 4

the value of these general conferences of the church

should not be lightly disregarded however as president j

4414410

ibid
39daviddavid 0 mckay the improvement era june 1960

ibid december 1960 9529520

ibid october 1965 145

ibidbid april 1968 144
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reuban clarkdarkmarrharrclarr jr stated what we need today is not more

prophets we have the prophets but what we need is list-

ening ears that is the greatest need of our generation

this brief but significant survey of the position

of prophets to the people is the basis of this study upon

the principles expressed both in the published scriptures
and the statements of general authoritiesral4uthorities rests the value

of this investigation to determine some helpful suggestions

for the curriculum writers within the institutes of religion

COUNSEL TO CHURCH SCHOOL TEACHERS
FROM THE GENERAL authorities

over the years church leaders have addressed the

assembled teachers of the church schools offering counsel

giving encouragement explaining doctrine and giving spe-

cific directives relevant to the obligation of a church

school teacher these directives deal not so much with

how methods but with what curriculum should be

taught because the church teacher deals with a very unique

type of curriculum this study is designed to correlate
some basic principles of the curriculum to its applied use

these basic principles have been laid out and continually

represented to the church teacher A brief analysis of

the counsel given by the general authorities should be

helpful in future establishing the foundation of this study

J reuban clarkdarkmaerhaerclarr jr conferencerepo october
1948 82

publishedscriptures
gene

43j conference raportrqportreeoRepo
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only the counsel furtherurther relating to the use of statements

and messages of the living prophets will be included

indicating the uniqueness of the church school

curriculum eiderelderlderider mark E peter son said
we who are in church education areaxeereexeete in a different

category from those who are teaching in all other
leidsfieldsields we are different from all other
teachers
any revelations through our prophets as to how to
teach mathematics

we are to follow the revealed word
of god and we must be very wary of the teachings
of men 44

to this elder harold B lee has added

there is a growing tendency of teachers within
and without the church to make acacemicacademic interpre-
tations of gospel teachings to read as one pro
phet leader has said by the lamp of our own
conceit unfortunately much in the sciences the
arts politics and the entertainment field
is 11 dominated by this humanistic approach which
ignores god anoand his word as revealed through the
prophets 145

one of the monumental messages given to the church

school teachers is entitled the charted course of the

church in education by president J reuban clarkdarkmark jr he

succinctly points out that the major assignment of the

teacher in the church is to teach thisthlsahls gospel using as

your sources and authorities the standard works of the

church and the words of those whom god has called to lead

mark E peterson avoiding sectarianism 12
45harold B lee conference report october 1968
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harold B lee the place of the living prophet
seer and revelator 11 address given to the seminary and
institute personnel july 8 1964 16

24
ihis people in these last days further comment upon the

sources and authorities to be used by the teacher was given

by elder peterson our authorities are the scriptures

the four standard works joseph smithsmithy and the other presi-
dents and leaders are likewiselikewls our authorities

0
146

e 47

worksas arebut
wahl

ar

47peterson 10s

haroid48harold48

emph-

asizing the point further elder lee states
we are not dependant only upon the revelations

given in the past as contained in our standard
works as wonderful as they areara but here in 1964
we have a mouthpiece to whom god does and is re-
vealing his mind and will god will never permit
him to lead us astray

one historical problem involved in the relationship
between authoritative curriculum and the teacher equipped

with an astute mind is the lack of freedom felt by the

teacher to advance his own mental reasoning on doctrinal
matters those who have so engaged and developed insights
not consistent with the scriptures and statements of the

living prophets become prideful in their investments take

issue with authoritative statements and sow seeds of dis-

card president clarkdarkdarrclarr advisersadvisedsadvisedadvis youeds are not whether high

or low to intrude into your work your own pecullarpeculiarpecuil phi-

losophy no matterwhatmatter itswhat source or how pleasing or

46j4&j reuban clarkdarkmark jr the charted course of the
church in education 11 address given to brigham young uni-
versity summer school in aspen grove august 8 1938

peterson avoiding sectarianism

losophy

47
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we must give our students said elder peterson

the pure doctrine of christ undiluted unadulterated and

free from any color arising from our own personal views or

prejudices 1150 later in this same message he warned if
we are trained in the doctrines of men and believe in them

then we had better resign our positions and notn6tnat teach here

for we might lead some child astray
dealing with the subject of the wisdom of menraen and

the wisdom of god elder delbert L stapley remarked

no teacher should attempt to promote the
wisdom of men over the wisdom of godegod

we should always rememberreuerene thateaberzaber revealed truth
is the measuring rod and the basis of all law
anoand moral behavior amongam6ngamang christian peoples again
do not accept the teachings and philosophies of
men contrary to the teachings of god through his
prophets teachers of the sciences or philosophy
regardless of the text do not have the moral
right to speculate and teach youth the principlesprinciple
scientific theories or philosophies of men
contrary to the revealedreve truthsaletalelaier taught by christ
and his prophets

the learning of men asassalsalm opposed to the revelations
of god have not always caused a dichotomy although the

distinction has become more pronounced eidereldereldeeide benson said
increasinglyincreasinglytheIncreasing the latterdaylatter saintsday must choose between

49clark49ciark49 chartedClark course of education 90

5opeterson voldingavoidingA sectarianismctarlarilsrase
9

peterson 8

ibid 10

52ielbert52delbert52 LDelbertdeibert stapley revealed truth basis of
wisdom address given to the brigham young university
studentbodystudent maybody 11 1954
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the reasoning of mennien andcand the revelations of god this is a

crucial choice for we have those within the church today

who with their worldly wisdom are leading some of our
53

members astray in a conference report president MN eldon

tanner quoted J reuben clarkdarkmark jrsjr man must put pride of

their learning and their achievements from theitheirthel hearts
and why not for how likeilke a drop in the ocean is the know-

ledge of the wisest compared with the fullness of the truth
54 3 elder kimball told a young man who had resis-

ted counselcounse tolr compare your opinion with the lords pro-

ven truths might be like a grain of sand compared to the

bulk and height of mount everest cc

that some of these problems have crept into the

church educational system is apparent in several of the

addresses of the general authorities to the teachers As

early as 1938 we read I1 shall speak very frankly for we

have passed the place where we may talk in ambiguous words

and veildfeild phrases we0 must say plainly what we mean be-

cause of the future of our youth both here on earth and

in the hereafter 56 in 1968 elder lee stated there

53era53bzra tafttaf benson trust not in the arm of flesh
the improvement era december 1967 55

N eldon tanner the powerpowar of prayer the

8
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55spencer55 Wspencer kimball what I1 hopehophod you will teach
my grandchildrenGrandchild 11 address to seminary and institute per-
sonnel july 11 1966 11
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have been some institute teachers in the past who have som-

etimes been allowed to go too long unchallenged in their un-

orthodox teachings we should of retired them long before

they were released fromfroia service 57

perhaps the most recent statement relative to the

danger of mans reasoning and rejection of revealed truths
was in the april 1969 general conference elder benson

58said
the precepts of man have gone so far in sub-

verting our educational system that in many cases
a higher degree today in the socalledso socialcalled
sciences can be tantamount to a major investment
in error very few men build firmly enough on
the rock of revelation to go through this kind of
an indoctrination and come out untainted un-
fortunately of those who succumb some use their
higher degree to get teaching positions even in
our church educational system where they spread
the falsehoods they have been taught president
joseph F smith was right when he said that false
educational ideas would be ong of the three
threats to the church within 58

president david 0 mckay has issued the following

remedy for this disunitydis ofunity ideas

each member of the church has his own ideas
sometimes they are not the same as those of the
bishopric and not the same as those of the
presidency of the stake and not the same as the
presidency of the church but each has had to
submerge hisqwn ideas to the good of the
whole dy

see viewpoint of a giant 4
CQ

ezra taft benson to the humble followers of
christ the improvement era june 1969 44

david 0 mckay unity of purpose important to
the accomplishment of gods work 11 the imprpyement era
december 1967 33
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summarisingsurmiiarizingsummarizingSumm thearising counsel of the general authorities
to the church school teacherstea arechersi emphasizedemphasis

1 there is no academicacade freedommic with the gospel

2 curriculum should be rooted in the statements

and messages of the living prophets

3 mans reasoning and wisdom can be dangerous to

the teaching of6faf true doctrine the teacher has no right to

teach his own ideas or views about doctrine

4 teachers in opposition to established church

doctrine should resign their positions rather than injure

the faith of their students

5 teachers in the church school system must keep

current with the statements and positions of the living

prophets in order to teach the lords revealed doctrine

to their students

limitations
various studies have been conducted to determine the

effectiveness of the seminary and institute curriculum

these efforts have mainly been centered around curriculum

objectives student needs and teacher effectiveness many

fine conclusions have been reached as a result of these

studies which have contributed to curriculum improvement

although many studies have been made in curriculum

only one study has been completed concerning the relation

of previous studies

seminary&nd

curriculumimprovement

ed
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ships between curriculum and the living prophets in this
study flinders researched the alkstalks given by the nine presi-
dents of the church to compare the subject areas or themes

thich they have stressed most often to the seminarys direc-

tional objectives flinders concluded that although there
was great similiaritysimillaritysimilisimil betweenlarityarity the seminary objectives and

the subject themes stressed by the presidents there were

some evident discrepancies one of his recommendations

was that further research be done to see if teachers stress
those themes or areas mentioned by the prophets

at the time of this writing no other research has

been conducted to evaluate the use made of the messages and

statements of the living prophets by institute instructors
flinders dealt primarily with historical statements and

messages this howeverho doeswevers not lessen the value of his
comparisons it was not broad enough to analyse the use of

current information being given by the loraslordlora legal admini-
strators neither did it evaluate the teacherteachers awareness

of current statements made by the living prophets

if we assumeassuzaeassuahsu thatne an accurate doctrinal curriculum
can only be kept current by church writers and teachers
studying and applying the messages and statements of living
prophets one might seriously question why there has been

such a limited amount of research in this area

neil J flinders latter day prophets and present
day curriculum masters thesis brigham young university
1963
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thithe institute instructors as possible in order to reach
the highest possible number of teachers who are spread over

a vast geographical region it was feltfeitfealt a mailed question-

naire would be the most practical several of the insti-
tute instructors were away from their assignments during the

time the questionnaire was to be completed therefore two

hundred and ten questionnaires were mailed to those teachers
for whom addresses were available one hundred and five
were completed and returned for a participation of fifty
percent

CHAPTER 111IIIill
questionnaire RESULTS

this chapter deals with the questionnaire used to

obtain the data and its results the method used in connec-

tion with each part of the investigation will be explained

under each subdivision this chapter is designed to evaluate
the curriculum and the institute instructors inln terms of the
use made of selected statements and messages of the modern

prophets

TECHNIQUE

it was determineddaterdeter thatrained a valid study of the use made

of the statements and messages of modern prophets by insti-
tute instructors would require an evaluation of as many of

the

eva luatecuate
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theinstitute
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the questionnairequestionnairquestionnaire was designed to obtain informa-

tion about the followingfollowinsollowin categories 1 the instructors
awareness of positions stated by modern prophets on certain
selected current issues the method used to determine the
current issues used in this study will be explained later
on 2 the deliberateeliberatereliberate efforts of institute instructors in
using the statements and messages of the modern prophets

in their teaching and counseling and 3 the instructors
evaluation of the curriculum as either being adequate or
not adequate in providing answers from the modern prophets

to the current issues which their students confrontconfrontecon

in

frontefrontO

order to achieve these objectives the question-

naire was designed in three parts corresponding to the cate-

gories stated above part I1 is designed to evaluate the

instructors awareness of positions or principles stated by

living prophets part II11 is to determine the deliberate

efforts of instructors in using statements and messages of

living prophets in their teaching and counseling part III111

is to obtain the instructors evaluation of the curriculum

and to determine their feelings regarding a syllabus of

statements by the modern prophets on current issuesissueso

A stat 08 program was set up in the data processing

department of the brigham young university and frequency

counts were determined and analyzed the exact method used

to interpret the data in each part of the questionnaire will

see appendix A
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be described in the respective subdivisions of the paper

determiningdetermlnincf the current issues in order to pro-

perly limit the study it was determined ten issues would

be sufficient to obtain adequate data these ten issues
were selected in the following mannermanners 1 an institute
class comprised of fifteen students brainstormedbrainstormerbrain andstormed

listed all of thethesthez issues they felteltfeiteit were important to them

2 three instructors in the moscow institute added all of

the issues they were aware of as a result of their teaching

and counseling experiences and 3 the author researched
conferenceance reports for current issues which had been spoken

and published for the benefit of the church this process

resulted in a compilation of sixtysevensixty currentseven issues
to select the ten issues which were most important

to some LDS college students four institutes were selected

in which a segment of the students were asked to select the

ten most important current issues to them this method of

selecting ten current issues was not intended to be an

accurate representative of all LDS college students such

an approach would require an entire study of itself it
was merely designed to obtain the preferences of a repre-

sentative group of LDSLPSlus college students rather than the

preference of the author

four institutes in four states in western america

were selected to obtain the choice of ten issues the
directors of each institute were asked to distribute the

perlylimit

f

conference

sentative
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singleingle page current issue selection sheet the results
were tabulated and the ten issues with the highest number

of student response were selected for this study the data

obtained from student selection of current issues are pre-

sented in tables I1 and II11

THE instructors AWARENESS OF POSITIONS STATED BY
PROPHETS ON CERTAIN SELECT CURRENT ISSUES

this part of the study is designed to determine to

what degree the instructors have informed themselves of the

statements of the modern prophets on current issues the

data is obtained by two methods 1 the instructors re-
sponses to the ten current issues selectselected by some LDS

college studentsstuden and 2 instructors responses to thirty
related statements made by various persons men and pro-

phets

the student s these ten

issues were handled individually one per page on the que-
stionnaire statements were selected from published official
messages of the modern prophets which describe the general

position stated by church authorities for each of the ten

current issues these statements were placed among two

statements not consistent with the general position stated
by the church but yet in close enough proximity to warrent

consideration

asee2see appendix B

s 21

instructorsawareness

phet s

selected current issues

0n

frompublishedtionnaire

edby

tst
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tabletablatabiatabi 1e

student selection of current issues by institute

instituinstitute

portland
oregon

3

4

5

6

8

9

10

tempe
arizona

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

te

1

2

ao8o80

av2v

1

2

7

no
top ten selected issues g

zion in the last days

satansgatans power in personal and
national affairs
sex education
temple marriage

birth control
role of parenthood in todays
culture
drugs
how to recognize and deal with
false educational ideas
science and religion
role of america in the last
days

carapuscampus revolts
role of parenthood in todays
culture
rioting
crime
sex education

birth control
drugs

american home

communism

proper role of government

of
identaidents

24

24

23

23

18

17

16

16

16

16

23

22

20

20

18

17

16

16

15

15

34

students

affairs
30

60

80

10

70
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table 1 continued

institute top ten selected issues no of
students

san jose
california

1 role of parenthood in todaystoday
culture

2 how to recognize and deal with
false educational ideas

3 drugs

4 temple marriage
5 satans power in personal and

national affairs
6 premaritalpre sexmarital
7 zion in the last days

8 communism

9

7

campus revolts
10 sex education

11

11

8

8

logan
utah

how to recognize and deal with
false educational ideas 57

2 role of parenthood in todays
culture 55

3 satansgatans power in personal and
national affairs 55

4 temple marriage 50

5 zion in the last days 47

6 premaritalpre sexmarital 44

7 american home 42

ae8e birth control 38

aa9e9a campus revolts 36

10 drugs 34

s

20

30

50
affairsairealre 8

7

70 7

80

7

7

affairs
ov

8
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table 11II
the top ten student selected

current issues

title of the current issue no of students

role of parenthood in todays
culture

2 zion in the last days

3 temple marriage

4 how to recognize and deal with false
educational ideas

5 satansatans power in personal and national
affairs

6 sex education
campus revolts

8 birth control
9 premaritalpre sexmarital
10 drugs

105

104

96

95

92

81

77

77

75

70

1

70

90
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consideration an open ended choice was included allowing

the instructor to state what he personally feltfeit the churchs

position was on each current issue if he felt none of the
statements were true each of the ten issuesissuesy howeverho

contained

wevers

a statement made by a prophet then each resdon

dant was asked to indicate if he could substaniatesubstantiate his choicechalcechaice

by siting a recent statement of a living prophetprophets

there are several apparent problems in using this
approach which may partially alter the validity of some of

the conclusions because of necessity in streamlining the

questionnaire the statementsstaternents had to be concise and some

statements may be ambiguous care was given to select
statements having a principle or concept central to the
positions of the church leaders

for the sake of clarity when the word position of

the church is used it is referring to principles rather than

an official stated position of the church often there is
no official position on current issues only guiding

principles
opposite positions or concepts were difficult to

state and yet be valid responses for an instructor to make

therefore opposite key concepts were expanded and embe-

llished with true ideas eight of the one hundred and five
respondents pointed out that usually they felt they felt
any of the three choices per issue were correct this was

not true however but it does point out that 1 either

personallyfelt

ointP
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the questionnaire was not completely valid in determining

the instructors awareness of prophets statements or 2

some instructors were not informed sufficiently of prophets

statements to recognize them from similar but untrue state-
ments or 3 a combination of both reasons may be valid
an attempt will be made throughout this part of the study

to determine the variables and explain the significance of

the data

there were many writeinwrite responsesin to some of the

ten issues thus responses had to be evaluated and scored

as correct or incorrect As much objectivity as possible
was used to evaluate these answers by comparing each one

with the statement of a prophet which was used in the

questionnaire

several of the student selected current issues are

so common to the adult church membership that the instructors
have a vast amount of information to answer most questions

arising from these issues they do not necessarily need to
know anyeny particular current statement of a living prophet

to adequately state the churchs position on these issues
temple marriage 1 premaritalpre sexmarital and drugsdrugs11 fall in

this category of current issues it should be realized
that the nature of these issues will make the data concer-

ning the use of prophetprophets statements to answer them largely
insignificant this will not be the case however in part

II11XI of the questionnaire where an attempt is made to deter

anY

no-t

11
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mine jhowjhgw prophetprophetss statements are used

the analysis of part IA was made using frequency

counts to determinedetermines 1 those who know the positionposA statedtion
by a prophet and claimed to know a reference 2 those who

know the position and said they did not know a reference
3 those who do not know the position yet claimed to know

a referencereferencer and7 4 those who do not know the position and

said they did not know a reference

the scores are presented in figures 1 through 10

for easier comparison the average distribution of responses

to the total ten student selected issues is shown in figure

ilglit3113.11 page 66

data from part I1 of the questionnaire suggests that
a significant number of the institute instructors are not

keeping current with the statements of the living prophets

for exampleexam 2167Dledie per cent or onefifthone offifth all the respon-

dents to the questionnaire did not recognize prophets state-
ments on the ten current issues onefourthone orfourth 2632 per

cent claimed not to know references for statements of

living prophets on these issues this four per cent dif-
ference between knowledge of prophetprophets statements and know-

ledge of references also indicates a high degree of honesty

in answering the questionnaire it will be helpful to ana-

lyze these issues one at a time in order to evaluate the
manner by which the information was obtained and the sig-
nificance of the data

the first issues selected by the students is the

how

referencearence

L

1

nificance
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role

A

of parenthood in todaystoday culture

I1 Yreperreportr2prr april 1967 889088

otes

90

no reference is cited for the two state-
ments on each issue because they were compiled from many
sources by the author to represent a point of view not
totally consistent with the statements of the prophets

3johnajohn

the following

statement of elder john A widstoe was used in the question-

naires

to establishreestablishre the patriarchialPatriarchpatriarchical order in the
family where a father assumes the full mantle of
his patriarchialPatriarchpatriarchical or priesthood responsibility 3

this statement seems to sum up the current direction of the

church to place the priesthood responsibilities upon the

father in the home in order to offer the instructors valid
choices other statements were made up so as to appear true
yet not totally consistantconsistentconsi withstant statements of the prophets

two statements were given as alternatives which stress the

democratic concept of the familyfamillcamill
to emphasize the patriarchialPatriarchpatriarchical order but to recognize
that modifying forces such as a shift from an agrarian
culture to a more urbanized cultureculcui willturel cause the
family to have to adapt to a more democratic order with-
in the family structure
to stress the democratic concept of family order so
that various family members might develop their god-
like potential more through choice and self expression

there were 63.8163816381 per per cent of the instructors who selected

the statement by elder widstoe and 29.522952 per cent who selec-

ted the statements stressing the democratic concept of the
family perhaps part of the explanation why nearly one

3john A widstoe cited by paul H dunn conference

s

naire

cho lcesaces

Y O0

4

b
L i

oi

4noteknote

4

ial
ial

ial
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third of the instructors chose this position is because the
concept of free will is not made apparent in elder widstoeswidstoe

statementstaeta thishisTtementO was pointed out by nine respondents how-

ever this should be apparent to instructors since free
will is as much a basic concept of the patriarchialpatriarchpatriarchical order
as it is in the democratic concept the point is that nearly

onethirdone ofthird the instructors selected the democratic concept

asIs opposed to the patriarchialpatriarchpatriarchical concept of the role of parent-

hood in todays culture on the basis of this data it might

be assumed that moreraore attention could be given to the state-
ments of the living prophets by instructors in the church

school system A more complete comparison of the data can

be seen in figure I11 page 43

current issue number two in importance to some LDS

college students is zion in the last days there were

59.0559055905 per cent of the respondents who selected this state-
ment made by president alvin R dyerdyers

the time has come to establishreestablishre the image of the
church in the consecrated and dedicated land of
missouri and to bring back to the consciousness of
the people of the church the early foundations
established in missouri that to fulfill his pur-
pose there must be built the city of the new
jerusalem in jackson county missouri which will
be the first of the cities of zion 5

only 5.72572572 per cent selected these two statementsstatement

ivin

0

R5alvinlvinbalvin dyer the center place of zionzian address
given to the brigham young university studentbodystudent februarybody
7 1967 pp 181 note8 although this address is not an
official church address the statement used for this question

naireairealrenaira is consistent with his official messages on the subjectst is used here because it is conciseit

ial

ial

st
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enineoinemin respon-

ses for the ten issues was 1172 per cent yet on this issue
3143 per cent wrote in a response indicating a lack of
awareness to president dyersdyes messages on this subject

there were 7714 per cent of the instructors who claimed to

questionnaire number 68

42

zion as a scriptural concept deals mainly with the
great zionistii&lonist movement presently in progress among
the jews who are being gathered out of the nations
and returning to the sacred lands of israel to build
up the city of jerusalem

the blessings and promises regarding zion have insignifi-
cant meaning in our modern day compared to the urgency
of immediate problemsprob facinglexas the church such as the civil
rights movement

there were 381 per cent who did not respond and

3143 per cent who wrote in their own statement of which

1905 per cent were correct most of these writeinwrite state-
s

in

ments expanded the concept that zion is the pure in heart
and that zion consists of stakes at the present time state-
ments centered in these key positions were scored as correct

the minor responses of 3.81381381 per cent scored incorrect had

statements such as thisthiss
zion is both a place and a condition the emphasis
at the present time is on the latter I1 am not con-
vinced that missouri will play such a role in the
future as was believed salt lake city is and may
very possibly remain the center stake of zion

the significance of this data is seen in the fact
that 40 per cent of the instructors did not select president

dyesdyers statementstosta buttementbut chose to write traditional answers in

favor of the current position the average writeinwritewrit in

thenatlons

1 6

11 72
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figure 1

the role of parenthood in todays culture
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know a reference for this issue the average for the ten

issues is 7338 per cent little significance can be placed

on this data outside the meaningmeanix ofig the overall average for
further comparisons see figurebigurebiguri 2

temple marriagemarriagaMarri wasagell the third selected current
issue this was a difficult issue to develop concepts

similar to the prophets statements and yet not entirely in
harmony with them A statement fromfroiofroin president J reuben

clark was used to represent the churchs position
young people are trifling withwith theirth divine destiny
treatingtreatirigtreat lightlyirig a great commandment and casting
aside as dross the greatest opportunity that can
come to themthein when they failfallfali to marry in the temple 7

A statement was designed to indicate the practicpractice1practicetpracticepracticed
of the church in special cases but not actually a statement
taught by the prophetsprop asliets a church position this statement
drew the surprising response of 3429 per centcents

temple marriage must be considered as a divine in-
junction from diety it also must be recognized that
there are extenuating circumstances which might sug-
gest a couple be married in a civil ceremony first by
the bishop and then prepare to gocdo to the temple

the high response to this statement was undoubtedly associa-
ted with the long standing practice sometimes allowed by the
church because 3429 per cent selected this response it
seems to make the 5714 per cent who selected the statement

of a prophet appear unusually low the data would indicate
this when in actuality the instructors were probably much

more aware of the churchs position on this issue it is
of significance however to note that church practice

7president J reuben clark conference

1et
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allowed in some situations is mistaken for church doctrinec

eitherbitherelther there is a lack of understanding on this particular
part of this issue or the questions used to obtainob thecain data

were poorly designed to accurately determine the instructors
true feelingseelingseerlings

A more intellectual explanation of a possible

church position on temple marriage drew only one response

for a 0.95095095 per cent

there is no questioncluciu thatestion temple marriage has great
pragmatic value it is well established that there
are less divorces among those who marry in the
temple than those who marry outside the temple con-
sidering merely the benefits of a more enduring
relationship it would seem that most couples would
want to take advantage of this benefit it would
seem to give them a great psychological edge over
other types of marriages

several respondents wroteinwrote thatin a combination of all three
statements were correct the instructions however were

to select the one which most nearly represents the position
of the church of the eight who wroteinwrote statementsin four

were scored correct and four incorrectin thecorrect point of the
questionnaire was to determine the instructors awareness of

the prophets statements since the alternate choices

presented for this issue were rather traditional in church

vocabulary this may well be one issue producing little rele

vant data to the overall study figure 3 includes further
comparisons

an interesting student selected current issue is the

fourth highest ranking how to deal with false educational

f

sidering
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figairefigzire 2

zion in the last days
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make a response
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ideas many statements are available from the prophets on

this issue elder ezra taftaft benson seemed to summarize

themthera in his april 1969 conference address whenwhe he saidsaidssaldmaids

one of the very greatest threats to the church is
false educational ideas the precepts of men have
gone so far in subverting our educational system
that in many cases a higher degree today in the
socalledso socialcalled sciences can be tantamount to a
major investment in error 8

twentyonetwenty ofone the respondents wroteinwrote thein name of

the author of this statement indicating an awareness to the
messages given in the last general conference of the church

before this questionnaire was mailed sixtythreesixty respon-

dents

three
or 60.006000 per cent of the totaltodal selected a prophets

statement while 952 per cent selected the following

it is a false system that would seek to trammel the
mind of a man and tell him how he must think the
nautregautre of mans agency is such that he must be freed
to think independently for himself only through a
confrontation with true and false notions can his
mind ferrett out the truth thus mans reason is the
final court of appeal

part of this statement is true but the final sentence dis-
qualifies the statement only two of the ten respondents

who selected this statement suggested the last sentence be

omitted

the third alternative is
because man must be aware of the world about him he
should not consider false educational ideas as a
threat but rather a great opportunity to become
more knowledgeable

zra taft benson to the humble followers of christy
opOPO cit 44
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to say that falsealsefaiseaise educational ideas should notriot be considered

a threat would be to disregard the stern position taken by

president joseph smith and restatedre instated general confer
Q

encesances of the church since his presidency yet 1143 per

cent of the respondents selected this statement as best
describing the churchschurch position when in actuality it is
nearly metricallydimetricallydiametricallydi opposite to have twelve out of the

one hundred and five instructors select this opposite posi-

tion is significant to the assumption that institute person-

nel need to become more aware and informed of statements of

the living prophets

since no personal contact was made with the vast

majority of the instructors it is impossible to determine

why the last two selections were chosen by 2095 per cent

of the respondentsrespondentsyrespondent that is beyond the variables already

indicated one cannot determine why such obvious errors were

made without further research

sixteen instructors wrote in statements which were

scored eight correct and eight incorrect the following

Is a typical response which was graded incorrect one of

the greatest blessings of our time is the privilege of get-

ting an education men need not fear the false notions

of society so long as they have instilled their hearts and

minds with fundamental truth 10 both of these state

91bidqlbidqabid
questionnaireioquestlonnaire number 8 p 44

f

F confer
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meritsments are true but he failed to recognize the issue deals

with false educational ideas not the value of education

another respondent said the first statement sider ben

sonssone is my first choice but it is too dogmatic he

then stated ideas which are consistantconsistentconsi withstant prophets
statements the response was scored incorrect however

because he desired to modify and change the statement of a

prophet by making it less dogmatic 11

1 current issue number five is titled satansatansgatans

power in personalPerspere andonalotalonai national affairs president hughrugh B

brown gave a broad statement in the octoberoc 1967IC generalober

conference which is used for the position on this issueissues
young people within the church are going to fight a
final battle which is closer to us than we know
they need to be protected from the adversary because
they are fighting not only against their own flesh
but against enemies in high places against piresempiresdiresmiioiimit
against organized sin organized rebellion and allailali
types of riots disobedience and lawlessness 2

less than one half 48.574857 per cent selected his
statement as a proper answer to this issue while 36.1936193619 per

cent selected the following

there is no question as to the reality of satan as
far as the church is concerned but to attribute all
wars social evils calamities and destruction
directly to him would be tantamount to void marsmans
agency

this statement was unappealing to many of the respondents

if the phrase read to attribute all wars social evils

115116115

questionnaire

116

number 70 p 4
12hugh121jugh B brown conyerconfer report october 196739673.96719673967

itless

confegenceetence

ani

e ort

Satans

erre
70470.4
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how to recognizetorecognize and deal with falsefaise educational ideas
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calamitiesjam1ties and destruction directly to his influence

rather than directlyidirectlyindirectly to him perhaps not as many would

have selected this response the word influence was not

used because it would be a giveawaygive and actually the

question means the same thing the way it is stated in the

questionnaire
only 762 per cent selected this statementstatementostatements

quite often men attribute everything which is evil to
satan rather than to the people who through their
personal agency become engaged in wrong acts or
thoughts

four of the respondents said none of the choices were

accurate but failed to state what they would interpretinterpr the
churchschurch position to be two of these claimed to know state-
ments of living prophets to substaniatesubstantiate their unwritten claim

and two said they did not know any reference a sixteen re-
spondents wrote iniftint that all three statements were true one

of these is quoted to indicate the type of written responsespousere

I1iii111 stress satan as a kill he would kill all our joy

0 there are so many statements about satansgatans power

that you can prove anything you like it seemed to be

the tendency of some of the respondents to make broad all
inclusive statements rather than be specific

the significance of the responses to this issue can

be weighed in view of a scriptural reference in the book of
mormon which is the standard often used by the living

cal

if

selected
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imestionlon stated

failedto et

1113
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prophets on this subject

but whatsoeverwhat8oever thing fijjfi unde-
rline JJmine and believe not in christchrischrls t and deny him and
serve not god then ye may know with a perfect knowledge
it is of the devil 14

the 48485757 percentper cent who chose the right statement

added to the 3.81381381 per cent who wrote in a correct response

only totals 5238 per cent barely onehalfone whohalf selected a

choice consistent with the scriptures and statements of the

living prophets this issue has the highest per cent of

incorrect responses of the ten issues the average incor-

rect answers for the ten issues is 2167 per cent while on

this issueissucissac the incorrect response is 47.624762 per cent

the sixth highest ranking issue selected by some

LDS college students is sex education ll11 president alvin
R dyer spoke on the subject in the october 1969 general

conference and stated what the church was opposed to on this
subject

whether used by skilled or unskilled any teachings
to young people that describe and illustrate human
reproductive organs and their functions do not
harmonize with the gospel and the church is there-
fore opposed to such iai5

fifty fourafour or 51.4351435143 per cent of the instructors who

responded selected this statement as the valid position

while 8.57857 per cent selected the following statementstatements

since the school is a public servant having respo-
nsibility to prepare youth for proper citizenship a
wellorganizedwellweliweil communityorganizorganizedorganic program which will develop

i4moronimmoronl 717
15alvlnsivin R dyer the precepts of men

a ej 1.1jj men to do evjelj

the4857

describe
gos el

1

ed

ntera Jun e0
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figure 5
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correct responses

476247.624762
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healthier attitudes towards sex should be developed
and used

because of the wellknownwell factknown that parents are not
instructing their children in regards to sexual repro-
duction the school must assume this responsibility

forty instructors wrote in answers which were scored

2190 per cent correct and 1619 per cent incorrect several

stated that the school system should begin teaching morality

along with the teaching of sex these responses were scored

incorrect the respondent of questionnaire no 94 suggested

a much softer approach be taken to sex education than the

statement made by president dyer respondent no 40 said it
was not against the church position to show human reproductive

organs and no 48 said president dyer statement should not

be so strong

respondents selecting or writing incorrect statements

was 24.762476 per cent slightly above the average for the ten

issues seventeen writeinwrite statementsin were scored incorrect
on this issue which is the highest incorrect writeinwrite state-
ment

in

of the ten issues issue number two is the next highest

with thirteen incorrect writeinwrite statementsin for further
comparison see figure 6 page 56

campus revolts is the seventh ranking issue

rating well above the average 87.6287628762 per cent of the re-

spondents selected this statement from president david 0

mckay

force and compulsion will never establish the ideal
society this can only come by a transformation

dyers

spondents

resdonsivilitysibilitysiblsibility
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those who did not
make a response

figurefigur 6

sex education

1901.90igo190

those who recog-
nized the state-
ment of a prophet

5143514351.43

those who did not
recognizerecognise the
statements of a
prophet and selec-
ted another state-
ment

those who claimed
to know the churchchurchkchurchak te

position bybv writ-ing in their own
answer

those whose writ-
ten answers were
correct

U 8

3810381038.10

p190

those whose writ-
ten answers were
incorrect 161916.19

those who claimed
to know a refer-
ence

74.297429

those who claimed no
to know a reference 3 257225.722572

those who selected
incorrect state-
ments or wrote in-
correct responses

247624.76
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within the individual soulsouieoula a life brought into harmonyharra
with

ony
the divine will we must be born again 6

there were no respondents who felt this statement

was correctcorrects
when society fails to correct any wrong those who are
oppressed have a moral obligation to organize and re-
volt by various methods in order to bring about help-
ful and legitimate change

four respondentsrespondentsyrespondent or 3.81381381 per cent selected the
followingfollo

the

winge

due process of law is often so cumbersome and
slow that there may be justification to break the
law to dramatize its inequity it must be stressed
however that the individual must be prepared to
suffer the consequences of a broken law

of the eight instructors writing in statements four

were scored correct and four incorrect those who were

scored incorrect suggested the last statement was most real-

istic they used the church reaction to the antibigamy laws

to defend their position that laws may be broken if the need

to dramatize the inequity is justifiable the merits to the
argument can not be explored here it was necessary to make

a judgementjud howevergement on these statements so this judgementjud

was

gement

based upon the current church position that is we are

to keep the laws of the land if the president of the
church decided the membership should break a law to dram-

atize the inequity 1 then the church membership would be in-

formed through the proper channels

david 0 mckay the imgrovnent december
1961iggi 9199190gig

soula 16

16david
19611

sy
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only 762 per cent were incorrect eitherelther in their
selection or writing of statements to explain the principles
relating to campus revolts those who could not site ref-
erences to statements of living prophets on this issue is
better than ten per cent below the average of the ten issues

the eighth current issue is birth control the

first presidency sent a letter to all bishops and stake

presidents dated april 14 1969 to amplify the church posi-

tion on this issue the following basic principle from

this letter was used

where a husband and wifwifebif enjoy health and vigor and
are free from impurities that would be entailedtalleden
upon their posterity it is contrary to the teachings
of the church artificially to curtail or prevent the
birth of children 17

there were 90.4890489048 per cent of the respondents who

selected this statement in contrast to the 3.81381381 per cent

who selected the followingfollowlngv

the church declares no official dogmadocadocj orma position on
birth control this area remains the interpretive
responsibility of the couple depending upon financial
and health circumstancesircizmstances

only one instructorstructor chose this
birth control is at times a necessary expedient
such an instance would be when a husband is going
to school and the wife is forced to support the
couple by working outside the homehornehoma

three persons wrote in statements and all were graded

incorrect respondent number 40 agreed with the statement

of the first presidency but wanted to qualify it without

ithe first presidency letter to bishops and stake
presidentsProsipresipresl aprildents 14 1969

e

artif iciallyscially

c

instructor
necessaryexpedlent

bish s
144

cont-rasteast
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those who did not
make a response

figure 7

campus revolts

095

those who recoglecog
nihednisednized the state-
ment of a prophet

8762876287.6289628

those

962

who did not
recognize the
statements of a
prophet and selec-
ted another state-
ment

those who claimed
to know the churchsposition by writ-
ing in their own
answer

those whose writ-
ten answers were
correct

those whose writ
ten answers were
incorrect

5815.81

7627.62

I1 5815.81

those who claimed
to know a refer-
ence

619061.90gigo

those who claimed
not to know a
reference 5809580958.093809

those who selected
incorrect state-
ments or wrote in-
correct responses 7627.62
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ioneionsaone aqualiquallquailficat re

improvementimroveme

pariparl sons cancanbecabbebe seen on figure 8 page 61

an issue with historical and traditional principles

attached to it is the ninth selected issue premaritalpremaritalprepro

sex

marital
11 As might be suspected this issue drew the highest

number of correct responses there were 98.109810 per cent of

the respondents who selected this statement from elder mark

E peterson

the church does not consider any difference between a
standard of morality for men and women there is only
one positionpositions complete chastity for both meninen and women
no amount of rationalizing can change gods law no
amount of fashion designing can change immodesty into
virtue and no amount of popularity can change sin into
righteousness 10

one person or 0.95095 per cent selected this
the church has consistently maintained a strict authori-
tative standard regarding kissing passionate kissing
and petting it hashashai arbitrarilyhasarbitrarily dictasdictateddictat the dress
standard being at the knee or below and it is the
standard bishops are asked to use in the temple inter-
view

mark E peterson the dangers of the socalledso
sex

called
revolution

marr18miark

imountamount

behowlbelowl

60

knowing what these qualificationsqualificat are the response was scored

incorrect simply on the basis he had not selected the proper

statement another response on questionnaire number 68

stated the practice of birth control was permitted for eco-

nomic reasons As a general principle the church has re-

jected this as being a legitimate reason

the 7.62762762 per cent scoring incorrect answers on this
issue is far below the 2167 per cent average other co-
mparisons

nt era june 1969 79790

le itimateintimateItimate9

8

ed

imroveme
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those who diadiddla not
make a response

figure 8

birth control

1901.90

those who recog-
nized the state-
ment of a prophet

904890.48

those who did not
recognize the
statementsstatemeznts of a
prophet and selec-
ted another state-
ment

those who claimed
to know the churchchurchschurche
position by writ-
ing in their own
answer

those whose writ-
ten answers were
correct

2862.86

0.000

those whose writ-
ten answers were
incorrect

2852852.85

those who claimed
to know a refer-
ence

82.86828682868986

those who claimed
not to know a
reference 171417.14

those who selected
incorrect state-
ments or wrote in-
correct responses

h 76276s
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not one respondent selected this statementstatements

the church more strongly encourages young girls to set
the standard of purity during the dating period be-
cause young men biologically are more easily aroused
than young women

also only one person wrote in a response it was

scored incorrect because he desired to combineconiconl allbine three
responses without making a valid explanation how it could

be done

the significance of this data is not in the fact
nearly 100 per cent were correct in their selections because

this response should be expected from the membership in

general the importance of the data is that 1333 per cent

claimed not to know referencesreferencestoreference to statements of the living
prophets on such a common principle of the gospel

another highratinghigh issuerating having correct responses

is the last issue of the ten selected by some LDS college

students simply stated as drugs because of the tradi-
tional value of principles taught in the word of wisdom this
is similar to premaritalpre sexmarital in the value of itsifsiesles co-
ntribution of data to this study there were 8762 per cent

who selected this statement which is combined from talks
given by presidents N eldon tanner and hugh B brownbrowns

the first presidency has appealed to the church
membership to strictly keep the word of wisdom by
not usingtusing alcohol tobaccotobacc and drugs of any form
drugs are to be avoided as one would avoid the very
gates of hell we whouldshould alsoaiso seek stronger legis-
lation to control themthe 1

hugh B brown con foyforfey ence reportreporleport october 116
and N eldon tanertanner JJPOconference taprildapriltApreport 1968rilriiapril 1121120

incorrectbecause
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those who did not
make a response

figure 9

premaritalpre sexmarital

0.000

those who
nizednihed the
ment of a

recoglecog
state
prophet

those who did not
recognize the
statements of a
prophet and selec-
ted another state-
ment

those who claimed
to know the churchschurch
position by writ
ting in their own
answer

095

0950.95095

those whose writ-
ten answers were
correct 0.000

those whose writ-
ten answers were
incorrect 0950.95095

those who claimed
to know a refer-
ence

86686.6

those who claimed
not to know a
reference

those who selected
incorrect state-
ments or wrote in-
correct responses

rj 15t55
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there were 2.86286286 per cent or three respondents who

selected this statement

it must be recognized that drug abuse cannot be
stopped by legislation but only by teaching
people of the harmful effects of drugs society
will then abhoreashore the use of drugs and effect the
we would like to see come about

and 5.71571 per cent selected this
to date the church has not made any official state-
ments in regards to the use of drugs however com-
mon sense would dictate that our youth should not
use them

only two questionnaires with written statements were

returned and both were scored incorrect respondent number

21 selected this last statement and said there have been no

official statements on the use of drugs respondent number

35 said the firstbirstfirst presidency have stressed keeping the word

of wisdom but have only warned the church membership of

indiscriminate use of anything which might harm the bodybodye

further comparison of the data on this issue can be found

in figure 10 page 65

average percentage distribution of the responses to

all ten of the student selected current issues can be seen

on figure 11 page 66 from the evidence of this part of

the study we can assume that in approximately 20 per cent

of the cases where an instructor is asked to respond with

the churchschurcheschurche principles or positionposlposi ontion a current issue their
response would be inconsistent with statements made by

living prophets
the average ability to recognize statements of the
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those who did not
make a response

figure 10

drugs

0.000

those who recog-
nized the state-
ment of a prophetaprophet 858.5

those who did not
recognize the
statements of a
prophet and selec-
ted another state-
ment

those who claimed
to know the churchs
position by writ
ting in their own
answer

those whose writ-
ten answers were
correct

8578.57

5815.81

1901.90igo

those whose writ-
ten answers were
incorrect

.9090

those who claimed
to know a refer-
ence 672167.21

those who claimed
not to know a
reference 525952.593259

those who selected
incorrect state-
ments or wrote in-
correct responses

10 .4747
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figure 11

average percentage distribution of responses to
the student selected current issues

those who did not
make a response

those who recog-
nized the state-
ment of a prophet 705870.587038

those who did not
recognize the
statements of a
prophet and selec-
ted another state-
ment

those who claimed
to know the churchschurches
position by writ-
ing in their own
answer

those whose writ-
ten answers were
correct

161516.15

11711.7

6196.19

those whose writ-
ten answers were
incorrect

5525.52

those who claimed
to know a refer-
ence 7558755875.587358

those who claimed
not to know a
reference 2652265226.52

those who selected
incorrect state-
ments or wrote in-
correct responses

216721.672167
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living prophets on current issues is 70.387038 per entcent this
is close to the 7358 average per cent who claimed to be

able to cite a reference for their response the ability
to recognize statements and cite references from messages

of the living prophets is very close and indicates a close
correlation

the negative average results of the data show 21.672167
per cent of the institute instructors who responded to the

questionnaire are not currently aware of statements of the

living prophets on the issues of our present culture

other r rjgnt is sues part IB of the

questionnaire was designed to obtain additional data concer-

ning the instructors awareness of the positions and princi-
ples stated by living prophets this section of the que-
stionnaire contains selected statements made by both prophets

and non prophets the statements are taken froinfrom issues such

as religious social political and economic issuesissueso state-
ments from nonprophetsnon wereprophets selected which usually disagree

with the statements from prophets on similiarmiliarsimiliansi issues the
statements are individually stated on tables I1 and 11II pages

34 and 36 tabletable1tabietabled I1 lists the statements made by the prophets

and table 11II lists the statements of non prophets on each

table the author of each statement is given after his state-
ment this is followed with the distribution scores of the

instructors who returned the questionnaire
averaging all the responses there is 7558 per cent

c

theabllityclity

negativeactive

current issues

1

tionnairetionna lreire
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of the instructors who completedmpleted the questionnaire who agree

with the statements made by prophets this favorably com-

pares to the 69.9469946994 per cent who disagree with statements

made by non prophets converslyconverselyConver 9.02902sly per cent disagree

with the statements made by prophets while 6.43643643 per cent
agree with nonprophetnon statementsprophet the relationship of this
data is close enough to indicate at least one significant
thing the instructors abilityabllity to recognize prophetprophets

statements as compared to nonprophetnon statementsprophet is con-

stant that lerlep they agree with the prophets nearly as con-

stant as they disagree with non prophets

it appears the instructors are more willing to take
a stand on the statements of the nonprophetsnon thanprophets on the
prophets only 9.14914 per cent are uncertain on an average

about nonprophetnon statementsprophet while 15.291529 per cent are un-

certain of statements made by prophets

the facts from this part of the study indicate that
the instructors are not strikingly informed of positions
and principles on current issues stated by living prophets
the average awareness in part 1aaa is 76.5776577657 per cent and in
part IB1bab is 69.946994 per cent the total average awareness

from part IA and IB is 73.257325 per cent

deliberate sgg e part II11il
of the questionnaire is designed to obtain the instructors
self evaluation of their deliberate use of statements

and messages of the living prophets the data show

that 95.2495249524 per cent of the instructors who responded

co
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ts slamsltm nt
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table III111iel
responses to statements made by prophets

current issue author no percent percent percent
responseReso agreeonse disagree uncertain

when a man and a woman are married and
they agree to limit their offspring to
two or threetthreej and practice devises to
accomplish this purposenur theypose are guilty
of a sin which eventually must be pun-
ished

the earth is approaching a period of peace
which shall come in one of two ways

1 the destruction of wicked people orbr
2 people will repent and take upon them-

selves the name of jesus christ in the
prescribed manner

josepheseph 0.000000
fielding
smith

2
marionmarlon .9595
G
romney

56.195619 17.141714 266726.67260672667

733373.3373433734.33733373433 161916.1916019 9.52952

the lord
his will
given us
these

does

40

not leave us ignorant of
on current issues he has
living prophets to interpret

the survivors of our generation will
enjoy a zion society in america

the communist party should be stamped
out in the united states

3

marion 0.000000
G

904890.48900489048
romney

4.76476476

4

4.76476

marion 41.904190G 9529.529052952.9595 476247.62474624762romnyromnw

676267.62670626762pes 14.2914291901.901190igo190 16.191619
mckay

footnotes listed in appendix C by numbers
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tabletabie III111ili continued

current issue author no percent percent
response agree disagree

percent
uncertain

6
the duty of the school is to instill pat presprosdrosdrespreedree 1.90190igo
riotismriotist and loyalty to the government and mckay
society the real purpose of the school
is to develop character

73.337333 11.4311431143 133313.33

what the presidency say as a presidency
is what the lord would say if he were
here and it is scripture

the supreme court is now leading a
christian nation down the road to atheism

the tendency of the federal government
to more and more control the revenue of
the country should be reversed not
increased
the great war that has just passed 11

00oo

goo600

00oo

gib610

farasferas

letaietally

andmoreanddore

cansc6nstitutedtitu courtcourtocourtwteated

7

lb1&

marion

prespros

0.000010

george

G

A

romney

smith

8

11

marion

presprosdrosdresdres

g00

george

romney

A

9

smith

first

0.000000

.9595

914391.4391943

presi-
dency

.9595

647664.7664076

90.489048

.9595 190519.051905

2.86286 6676.67667

49

88

52

57

25

3

.7171

.8181

24

6

.7676

.6767

7.62762762

15.241524

W 11II will be an insignificant thing
as facfar as calamity is concerned com-
pared to that which is before us

if a man takes another mansmas life ex-
cept in conformity with the civilcivchiv law11

he
1

should be punishedpunishedby by the sheddingsh
of

eddina
blood after a public trial by a

legally constituted

rtablebie iiicontinued

70

go
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atheisri4romney
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table III111ili continued

current issue author no percentXer percentcent percent
response agree disagree uncertain

it is
seekigeeki
peace
their

folly for the I1
ng ways and mear
to exclude the
deliberations

united
isseekingseering to
idea

3 nations
permanent
of god fr

now

om

12
firstpresi-
dency

0.000000 87.628762 4.76476 7.62762

it will not be long before those who
are scattered over the face of the
earth by millions will die like flies
because of what will come

no man or set of men of their own wisdom
and by their own talents are capable of
governing the human family

we are false prophets to ourselves when
we do not follow the prophet of godgodogode

it

fildon

takes

tanner

faith
16

for spencerthe Wyoung
kimballklmballkemball

womenwoman
0.000000ooo

to
84.7684768476bear

83.818381

her

123812.38120381238

family

942994.2994029

instead

1.90190igo

of 4.76476accepting

40.00400040000

employment

3.81381381
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3.81381
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table IV

responses to statements made by nonprophetsnon

current

prophets

issue

we cannot really judge the goodness of an
act unless we know what it means to the
individual
next to the pursuit of peace the really
great challenge to the human family is
the race between food supply and pop-
ulation increase
we are going to take all that we think
is unnecessarily being spent by the
haves and give it to the have notsbots

the president is hobbled in his task of
leading the american people to consensus

author no
response

lee J 0.000
crochbachCroch

18

bach

presprosdres .9595
lyndon
B
johnson
19prs .9595
lyndon B
johnson
20
J wm 0.000
fullbright

percent
agree

32.3832383238

0.000

.9595

2862.862086

percent
disagree

66.676667

96.199619

93.339333

92.389238

percent
uncertain

.9595

2.86286

4764.76a76476

4764.7640764077

with no more good sense than is required
for imperfect husband and imperfect wife
to live together in reasonable accord
americans can accomodateaccommodate themselves to a
world in which millennial peace must
await the millennium

21
dr
richardr11chardR
poll

11

2.86286286
chard

16.191619 54.295429

&dI1v1duaI1

11 he

and concerted action by the restrictionsstrict
of

ionslons
power posedjimposeddosedlimJIM upon him by a constitu

1 lonalional system designed for an 18th century
agrarian society fanfar removed from the
centers of world power
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versiverelverbities to repress protest

josephjolephjoaeph
clarkdarkharrmarrclarr

inussinusd

NO
responseresponsrespens

3813.81

percent
agree

1901690igoiego

percent

7905

disagree
percent
uncertain

1524
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current Is

we have inheritinherited
a governmental

3 sue

ed from 01
structure

ir forefathers
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tabietable IV con4

author

22our

divides power that effective dealing
with economic problems is cumbersome
of coursecourselcourser inactioninac is11cloncionzion whats the foun-
ding fathers intended inaction until su
such time as an overwhelming consen-
sus was prepared for actionact theylon
were right in theirthair day but they
are wrong in ours

social pressure will force the church
to modify itslitssits arachaicarac standhaic on the
negro

the people in governmentgovernmen then find itnecessary to put the lid on the uni-
versities but
the students of today have strong
convictions they will escalate a
confrontation instead of going home
to study or write their congressmancongress
because

mani
that is all that there is

left to do

23
popular

opinion1opinionopinions
newsweek

1

24
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w95
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when will the negro members be ordained harold
to the priesthood I1 think the answer w
is in the hands and hearts of the simons
membership
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mangumIvian

27270

glumgium
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smart
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no
response

0.000010

.9595

1

8578.57805784578455

524152415.24

1901.901090igolegoiego

3.81381381

percent

3813.813081381

14.291429

agree
percent
disagree

76.1976197619

91.4391439143

38.103810

89.5289528952

percent
uncertain

8578.578057857

3.81381381

39.053905

4764.764364.36476436

alternaaeterna &

L

table IV continued

current issue

perhaps the greatest value of pat-
riarchal decisionmakingdecision hasmaking been
not that the decision is wiser but
that it saved arguments over who
should decidedecides

civil disobedience is an act of
faithaithfaltha andith a hopehodehooe forJ a better
future

it is shockingshockinashoskina to be invited by
the highplacedhigh toplaced believe that co-
existence is not acceptable and
pluralism political economic
and racial pluralism is do-
ctrinally invalid
the essence of priesthood may be
only specialization of laborlabor the
male specializing in the external
and the femaleemale in the internalinterna
affairs of family life but neigherneigler
with exclusive jurisdiction A

household needs a head only when
the alternative candidates cannot
agree

author
26026
garth
L

f or ter

plural ism

f t he

jurladiclt ion

ive

LO
M rnlangil

riarchal

trinally

shockinekina

1

95

artgumentsants

alth bee1
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260.260
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todaytodays family should not be
expected to conform to the churchschurches
model of thethgehg family if that model
is based upon the economic and
social expectations of nineteenth
century america

glagid

table IV continuedcontinued

current issue

much of the doctrine of the church
regarding the familyamily was given
during a particular historical era

author

30stanton
L
hovey

NO
response

.9595

percent
agree

571

percent
disagree

828682.86

percent

104810.48100481048

uncertainuncertaiuncertain

average percent 1.57157157 6436.436043 699469.9469094 9149.14

Q

now past that era was dominated
bytoyloy rural values and by practices
sustaining the functions of a rural
family to avoidavoldevoldevoid anachronisms of
doctrine and practice the church
might profitably examine the status
of the family in the modern world

f
eras

1 fam lyv
he

socla 1

or

Uncertaiin

95

lys
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consclconsal effort to

teach the positions and the counsel of the living prophets
and that 8476 per cent of the instructors use the confer-

ence reports in their classes it is further noted that
94.299429 per cent of the respondents claim to use statements

of thetha living prophets in answering current issues
according to this data on the average 9143 per

cent of the responding instructors use the statements and

messages of the living prophets in their teaching and cou-
nseling but in comparison with the statistics fromfroia part IA

and ibaIBJ which tested instructor awareness of statements on

current issues we find the average awareness to prophetprophets

statements is only 7325 per cent

on each of the three questions in part 11II the in-

structors were requested to state how they made use of the

prophets statements there is an extremely high similiaritysimillaritysimilisimil
between

aritylarity

all but a few of the responses the responses were

listed and selections made to represent the general response

to each questionquest theseioneionOlone are listed for convenience and clar-
ity in table V page 78 the percentage distribution of the
instructors self evaluation is represented in figure 12 page

77

instructorinstructors s evaluationeyluation of curriculum in part 111IIIililii
of the questionnaire an attempt was made to determine

the value and effectiveness of the present curriculum as

it relates to the current issues instructors were

asked to say whether or not the course outlines are

adequate in defining the ten current issues selected by

thelivingtreliving

76

to the questionnaire claimed to make a conscious

structors

ious e

instructorawareness

i s

responseshonses

tI1

structorstoes
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I1

swerawer the current
problems of to-
day culture with
the use of state-
ments of the
living prophets

942994.29 5715.71

0 10 20 30 40 50 60

figure 12

instructors self evaluation of use
of prophets statements

do you make a con-
scious effort to
teach the positions
and counsel of the
living prophets

952495.249524 4764.76

do you use the con-
ference reports in
your classes

847684.768476 152415.24

do you try to an

70 80 90 100TOOloo

percentage

yes

77

days

0

NO
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I1

yomesome

viivil

attitatrituthesutdes

78

some LDS0.0 college students over 50 per cent felteltfeiteit the out-

lines were generalcygeneral3y9pnerally not adequate while only 26 per cent felt
they generally were adeluaadequateadequa there were 21.142114 per cent of

the respondents who would not state their feelings or did

not feel well enough informed to make a judgementjud thegement per-

centage responsesresponsrespens to each issue and the overallover evaluationall
of the course outlines on these current issues is presented

in table VI page 82

the final question in the instrument was to deter-
mine how the instructorsinstrudtors felt in regard to a syllabus of

statements made by living prophets for their use in teaching

and counseling students only eleven of the one hundred and

five respondents did not write in their reasons for wanting

or not wanting such a syllabus their responses are quoted

and listed in table VIIvil page 77 seven of the one hundred

and five respondents felt such a syllabus is not cessarynecessary

and all of their statementsstatanerits are listed in table VIIvil while

only a representative selection of the prosyllabuspro res-

pondents

syllabus

are listed many similar ideas were restated and

these were omitted
A few respondents felt the questionnaire was a poor

instrument or at least expressed attitudes suggesting this
study may be poorly designed one said your chairman

hasnchasn given this questionnaire nuchtiuch thought I1 hesitated
answering it but felt you should have my opinion another
hoped this was a very insignificant part of the thesis

7 E

f

te

es

for

4

n

urYO

it

pondents

ces sarycessare
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tablelabletabie V

instructors evaluation of how they use prophet statements

conscious effort to teach using conferencereports in class answering current issues
1 keep abreast of their talks 1

and always relate them to
the curriculum under study 2

2 read and listen to what
they say and use their 3

ideas to shape discussions
3 cite them when known

also point out the differ 4
encesances in their opinions when
revelations is silent

5
4 explain their views

6
5 most of us have estab-

lished our own positions 7
and seek statements to
substaniatesubstantiate these 8

6 encourage students to read 9

7 use as sources for my
teaching materials

8 usually as supplemental
material

9 not at the exclusion ofresponsrespens ibieible investigations
and decision making

10

11

12

reading assignments

use as enrichment ma-
terials

occasionally when a
significant issue is
under discussion
occasionally to emph-
asize key ideas
quotes

research
to clarify positions

student reportsredorts
their examples

for resource and hand-
outs

by seeking statements
planpian to use them rightalong with the standard
works since they arescripture

somesome11umes

malmai

sionslon

wouaou1dbe

1 sometimes I1 use them

2 read their talks and use
their philosophy

3 quotations
4 hopehode student will seek

answer for himselfhimsel
5 go to their talks for di-

rection
d

6

J

use as sources

7 suggest their intrapre
tion would be the most
accurate availableavailabiee

8 by discussing the issues and
developing guidelines for
correct decision making from
statementsstae ofments the brethren

9 when I1 find agreement among
the prophets on current
issues

sj
o0

prophets

C

Qu0 1
1 es

60

erial
responsible

30

fl

P an
w ih

dec
he

Is sti-es

lab le

11

ma I
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ioaloa
pvnpv1prophetaophetls positions

11 by living themthern and teach-
ing their concepts

160igo
lateleie

decumendocumenn

table V continued

conscious effort to teach using conferenceconferenc
reports in class answering current issues

10 use panel discussions on 13

14

12 taught a course entitled
sermons and teachings

of prespros mckay 11 15

13 1I read their talks and 16
from time to time quote
the prophets in the
classroom

17
14 make sure 1I dont co-

nflict with them
18

15 quote liberally from them

16 encourage students to
read them 19

17 studyastudya prophets
teachings 20

c avoldavoid establishing
8 iseffselfiselfseldseid as authority

haven used them in
student research but its
a good idea

time prevents desired
acquaintance withtthe
documents

read when pertinent
point out what the
prophets are dayingd6yingdading
today

limit them to know
gospel truths
always soendspend time after
conference highlightinghigh
messages

lighting

correlateCorre standardlaie works
and living prophets

1I use them mostly on
gospel principles not
current issues

10 many statements are
general not specific so
I1 like to stay out of co-
ntroversial issues in to-
day society

11 As often as possible we
turn attention to current
issues and 1stist go to the
scriptures and then other
resoursesresourcesreso thereurses is
always an answer

12 scriptures and prophets
are our primary source

13 prophets speak on current
issues continually 1I
pass it on to the students

14 1I quote them and bear
testimony of their valid-
ity

15 this is what the brethren
talk about I1 use them

havent

4
6 he

don I1 t

s

plnrtinentrtinent

170

students

b classify

la

11

t

days

ot he-r

cur-rent

troversial

Conference

1211ct

iving
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table V continued

conscious effort to teach using conference
reports in class answering currencurrent issues

18 its very important to ale21
teach what the prophets
say 22

23

24

25

I1 use the standard works 16 not consciously

19 1I try to teach what the
brethren have taught

20 by study andend prayer I1 try
to live up to the coven-
ants to accept and follow
thetha livinglivina prophets

21 carefully read their mes-
sages and teach

22 try to make conference
talks the walk and talk of
the students

1I dot use hemthem too uchmuch 17
but I1 so call the students
attention to them

18
1I use them as much as
scripture as if they
were which they tresarestrei 19

bulletin board

only use occasionally

itsIs hard work financing
and sorting
probably not very effec-
tively
have students write
thought paperspaper comparecomparcombar

23 use tapes

24 1I have not thought of this
I1 believe I1 shoulshould more con-
sciously strive to do so

25 I1 bring in groups with divergent
ideas and deliberately expose
students to them and let them
discuss solutions

1con4 lnue 5&

it I1 s

andprayer

2 2 m

scri f
are

P

shouldmore

250
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100low drugsdruqsdrues 20.002000 16.191619 638163.8163081

average 21.142114 26.0026002600 52.855285

82

table VI

instructorinstructors evaluation of institute curriculum in regards
to the ten student selected current issues

department out department out-
issue no lines adequate lines NOT adeadoresponse in defining this quate in defideftdef

issue
I1

with cur- ning this issue
rent statements with current
of living pro statements of
phetspeets living prophets

1 role of parenthood 23.812381 276227.622762 48.5748574857
in todays culture

2 zion in the last 238123.81 20.9520952095 55.2455245524
days

3 temple marriage 17.1417141714 63.816381 1905
4 how to recognize 21.902190 10.481048 676267.626766762

and deal with false
educational ideas

5 satansatans power in 20.0020002000 23.812381 56.1956195619
personalper sonalsorialsonai and national
affairs

6 sex education 21.902190 16.191619 61.906190gigo
7 campus revolt 209520.95200952095 5.71571 73.337333
8 birth control 20.9520952095 171417.14170141714 61.906190gigo
9 premarital sex 20.952095 58.1058105810 20.952095
10

2

50

70

80

151.5lbib
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ao8o80

concon11anjumanuum

cotcor ments

311 would cut down the time
needed to find them

2 handy access

3 definitely 2 I1

4 would make these vital
statements readily
available

5 yes but whawhat a dobjobsjobjobi

6 we need this
7 A readerstreader guideguide1guldeguidea to

church literature would
be helpful

88. definitely we are not
sufficiently awareh

9 students would better
understand octrindoctrinedoctrin of
living prophets testi-
monies of whole gospel

10 time does not permit me
to always do the research
when seminary teachers

1 brother james R ciafcksclatkls 1
books are all we need I1
feel

2 1I believe a achertracher should

noenoo

liviliki

cac0stilersmtilers

objecobject 1
1 ivelynivelyl t-o rep

table VII

instructors need for an alphabetized syllabus of prophetprophets statements

reasons for a syllabus reasons not to have syllabus other comments

stand as his own witness 2

3 1I dontdoni have time to read 3
what I1 receive now

4 1I havent all the institute
curriculum yet

5 it would become a catechism 4
for manymanyd leti teachers and
students study entire
statementsatements and research
originalorL sourcesginal 5

6 who will decide what
statements are relevant

7 seems to be cumbersome
and impractical

if all statementsstaicerstaicem onentsants current
issues were offered not a
select few as you have
offered
1I would probably use it
would be helpful if it would
include all statements not
just hosethose selected in terms
of compilers favorite or
preconceived notions
A basic problem is how to
resolve an issue when the
authorities disagree
depends completely on who
compiles it if done like
this questionnaire no if
done objectively to rep-
resent fulleullfuli spectrum of the
brethrenbreth yesvesreni

6 if there is reason not radi-
calism in its compilationcompilati

7 need them from the whole
continuum it depends on
who picks them and what

se 11ect

tr
4 t

behelpful t

curr 1 cu1umaum

4s
50

66
aware 1

0
1

4 o0
0 L

e

0
W
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table VITVIIvil continued
reasons for a syllabus reasons not to have syllabus other comments

10 continued call me I1 fre-
quently spend much time
looking for answers to
things which could be in-
dexed

11 would make more accessible
12 eliminateBli muchminate timetim spent in

hunting them

13 would be immediately available
14 the lord said to follow the

living prophets10 rooh weets canetcanttcanh
0 they4heyheyahey4

say we cantcanc expect students
to follow ifliflffiff we dont teach
them

15 1I would use many more state-
ments

if we dongdont know what

16 am trying to keep a current
file this would be most
helpful

17 excellent I1 use standard
works more because they are
indexed I1 would rather use
the livingLivinallvine prophets

7 continued statements
my collection would be
different from yours I1
know

8 problem keeping itcurrent

fre

lng

A
r

k

0

1
1
5

livinaprophets
CO
4

ti me

ahey
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table VII continued
reasons for a syllabus reasons not to have syllabus other comments
18 hard to ferrit out this

would really help

19 if done topically why not use
wilson andersonsandersonsandersoneAnder theysenesenssone are
excellent and comprehensive
duplication would be worthless
to me

20 it may be a disadvantage ifit replaces teachers inniativeinnia
to

tive
study for themselves

21 put at our fingertips the most
important access we have to
the will of the lord in our
time

22 1I would be more aware of state-
ments it is easier to identify
with living prophets than dead
prophetsD

23

ronyetsronhets

department outlines need more
source materials

24 possible onlyonly00

a subjects
b prophets
c sources

ferrit

r

need

CO

ln

s
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table VIIvil continued

reasons for a syllabus reasons not to have syllabus other comments

25 rostmost needed thing in the
whole program

26 greatest prophets are our
living prophets

27 great for student handouts

28 most outlines are inade-
quate on issues

29 cirriculumcurriculumCirri shouldculum reflect
world wide issues just
not US

30 fantastic 1 would be one
of most important items
you could prepare please
do it

31 perhaps also use records like
those used in seminary

32 dontdonttdentt stack the deck have
all the statements so itrepresents the views of all
the general authorities

33 yes what other answer would
you like poor questionquestlon I1

34 give us more confidence be
our best help

041 her

reflectelect

320

336

conf 1 dence
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easieasl lybe

87

onecne said the questionnaire forced him to make statements

he alanididnt want to makermakey and that by compilingcompllln the results
you may badly distort my real feelings As is stated
earlier in the study this is a very difficult variable to

deal with without personal contact with the instructors
this is taken into consideration in the summary

there evidently is an element among the instructors
who felt this questionnaire is designed to tell who the

liberals and the conservatives are in the system it was

suggested by one respondent that another issue be added to

the ten reconciliationllreconclllatlon of conservative and liberal attit-

udes of latterdaylatter saintsday 11 another note to the author

neadsreadsreadnead As1s I13 completedcompletedccmpleted this questionnaire it became quite

evident the information could easily be used to determine

just where membersmettmert ofibers the institute and seminary faculties
stand anin matters of doctrinal importance showing their
conservative or liberal leanings one instructor said
11 uhlsthis111this questionnaire looks like something the john birch
society would put out one final quote indicates an in-

teresting attitudesattituddattitudetattiattl attudd least of one instructorinstructors your

questionnaire should identify varying attitudes but not in
eia way that they are all properly represented or related to

revelation through the prophets

on the whole however there was an approving

attitude among the respondents one said this is great

just what we need 11 another hoped this would help us get

closer to the brethren and teach what we should be teach

didntwant make g

easilybe

teresting
solety

as
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ing one instructor suggested this Is the most sig-

nificant study made in regards to our curriculum

overall the questionnaire resulted in some very

relaventlaventrenaventre and significant data regarding instructors aware-

ness to the statements of the prophets and the present

state of institute curriculum on current issues of impor-

tance to college students

curr lculumnificant
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CHAPTER IV

SUMMARY AND conclusions

this chapter deals with the findings of the study

and the writer conclusions made from the study certain
recommendations will be made pertaining to the institute
curriculum and the training of church school teachers in

the messages and statements of the living prophets

SUMMARY

purpose of the study this study was made to evalu-

ate the use made of statements of modern prophets by insti-
tute instructors the study was esigneddesignedresigned to test the aware-

ness of the instructors to statements and messages of modern

prophets and obtain the instructors selfevaluationself ofevaluation how

they use these messages the instructorinstructors evaluation of the

curriculum as to whether or not it is adequate in providing

prophets answers to current issues was also studied

the basic assumptions of the study the basic
assumptions of the study are

1 the institute curriculum is not sufficient in

providing the instructors with statements principles and

positions stated by modern prophets on current issues

s

pur se

d

ass tionseions stu
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2 inadequate provisions are made to assist the in-

structors in keeping current on statements of the modern

prophets in an organized fashion
3 the instructors use the prophets statements and

messages in their teaching and counseling but do not have

organized resource materials or planned methods of presen-

tation

review of the literatureliteral in the review of the

literature the role of living prophets was defined from

scriptural evidence and statements of prophets who lived

after the scriptures were canonized it was shown from

these statements that the prophets make the will of god

known to the people on current issues and that their me-
ssages both canonized and non canonized are the sources of

church doctrine the messages which have been given to the

church school teachers by living prophets were reviewedrevlrevi inewed

the summary made of these messages the following points were

emphasized

1 the curriculum of the institutes and seminaries

of the church should be rooted in the statements and me-
ssages of the modern prophets

2 mans reasoning and wisdom can be dangerous to
the teaching of true doctrine the teacher has no right to

teach his own ideas orot views on doctrine if they differ with

the prophets
3 teachers in opposition to established church

struc tors
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doctrine should resign their positions
4 teachersachersachels in the church school system should keep

current with the statements and positions stated by living
prophets in order to teach the lords revealed doctrine to

their students

quest ionnalonna r ecjusju its two hundred and fiveivelve que-
stionnaires were mailed to the institute instructors and

exactly fifty per cent were returned part IA was designed

to determine the instructors awareness of positions or

principles stated by living prophets on ten current issues

which had been selected by some LDS college students the

results of the data show that in approximately twenty per

cent of the cases where an instructor was asked to respond

with the churchs position or principles on a selected cur-

rent issue their answer would be inconsistent with state-
ments made by modern ophetsprophetsopheus part IB was designed to test
the instructorsinstructor ability to recognize prophets statements

from nonprophetsnon statementsprophets on similiarmiliarsimiliansi subjects there
were 75.5875587558 per cent who agreed with prophets statements

while 6994 disagreed with nonprophetsnon statementsprophets the

total average awareness to prophets statements from part

I1 is 73.257325 per cent

part II11 was designed to determine the deliberate
efforts of institute instructors in using statements and

messages of living prophets in their teaching and counseling

on the average 91.439143 per cent of the responding instructors

ments

40 te

questionnaire results f
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issue

prophets
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claimed to use the statements and messages of the modern

prophets the significant data obtained from parts I1 and

11II of the study was that though 91.439143 per cent claimed to
use prophets statements yet only 732573.257325 per cent were aware

of the positions or principles stated by modern prophets on

selected current issues
part 111IIIlii was designed to determine the value and

effectiveness of the present curriculum as it relates to
the current issues within our cultures over fifty per cent

of the respondents felt the lesson outlines were not adequate

while only twentysixtwenty persix cent felt they were generally ade-

quate the remaining respondents did not evaluate the cur-

riculum several of these stated they were not sufficiently
acquainted with the lesson outlines to make this judgment

nintydinty eight of the one hundred and five responding

instructors expressed a need and desire for an alphabetized

syllabus of statements and messages of the living prophets
on current issues to supplement the course outlines

conclusions

the writer reached the following conclusions which

are based upon the data obtained from the review of the

literature and the results of the questionnaire
1 in teachingtea theclUng gospel there is no edemicacedemicacademicac

freedom withwl theth principles and doctrines of the church
2 church school teachers are expected to keep cur-

rently informed of the official statements and messages of

73 .2525

fifty

10

officialstatements

riculum

25
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the modern prophets and teach these statements to their stu-

dents
3 based upon the limited response to the question-

naire institute instructors are able to recognize positions
and principles stated by modern prophets on current issues

in approximately seventythreeseventy perthree cent of the cases

4 A consciousconscono effortclouscious is made by approximately

nintydinty per cent of the institute instructors who responded to

the questionnaire to use statements and messages of the
modern prophets in their teaching and counseling

5 although a variety of methods are employed by

the instructors in teaching the messages of the prophets

there is no uniform system designed to assist the instructors
in this task

6 slightly over fifty per cent of the responding

instructors felt the present institute course outlines were

generally not adequate in proving church positions and prin-

ciples on the ten student selected current issues
7 nintydinty three per cent of the responding instructors

felt a need for an alphabetized syllabus of statements and

quotations concerning current issues made by modern prophets

recommendations

based upon the data obtained from this study the

writer would make the following recommendationrecommendationssrecommendationsrecommendations

1 the curriculum regarding current issues in to-
day culture should be based upon the statements and mes

as sist
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sages of the modern prophets

2 an alphabetized syllabus containing the state-
ments of the modern prophets on current religious socio-

economic issues and church doctrines should be compiled

for instructors resource materials
3 current selected statements of the modern pro-

phets on specific issues and doctrines could be reprinted
on single pages to be inserted in the teachers personal les-
son files

4 A summer school class for church school teachers
might be designed to teach and discuss the following

a the role of the modern prophets

b the value of and how to use statements and

messages of modern prophets

c A study of principles stated by modern pro-

phets on current issues affecting the stu-

dents

d A study of methods available to the teacher

in teaching the role of prophets and their
messages to students

5 an institute course of instruction to be de-

signed and developed to do the followingfollowings

a teach students the role of modern prophets

b assist students in studying the messages of

the president of the church and his general

authorities on major issues in which they
give guidance to the church

m

co
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c help students become acquainted with the

lives and teachings of the modern prophets

in the church today

wi th
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THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LATTERDAYLATTER SAINTSDAY
CHURCH SCHOOLS

department of seminariesemjnarjles and institutes orlglpjg
b346B smoot346 building

brigham young university
provoprove utah 84601

june af2f 1969

SPECIAL memorandum

TO all institute instructors
dear brethren

I1 have authorized brother gale brimhall instructor at
the institute of religion in moscow to send to you a question-
naire which has been approved by the executive committee of
the church board for his masters degree

there are elements of his thesis which would be of
service to our program and I1 would appreciate your appre-
ciate your cooperating with brother brimhall in filling out
the attached questionnaire as soon as possible preferably
within the next 15 days

thank you for your cooperation

sincerely yours

william E berrett
administrator

webkwwebka

enclosure

of rellsreils n

2

WEB kw
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GENERAL information
AND instruction

the purpose of this questionnaire is to determine the use
made by LDS institute instructors of statements and
messages of the living prophets in answering current is-
sues of importance to college students

this questionnaire consisteconsistscon ofsiste threethroe parts
please read the instruction at the beginning of each part
carefully

for this study a living prophet will be considered as any
member of the first presidency council of the twelve
apostles or the patriarch to the church some releventleventrelevantre
statements made by men who are now dead but were prophets
while alive will be used

this questionnaire is designed to take you 20 minutes
your participation is very much appreciated would you
kindly complete this today and return in the enclosed
envelope thank you again

sincerely

gale J brimhall

questionnalretionna lreire s

t0
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part IA

instructions there are ten current issues listed below
mark the answer you would give if a student
asked you what the churchschurche position is on
each issue mark only one response

1 the role of parenthood in todaystoday cultureculturculter
to establishreestablishre the patriarchialPatriarchpatriarchical order in the family
where a father assumes the full mantle of his pat
riarchialr1archialdiarchialriar orchialchiai priesthood responsibility
to emphasize the Patriarchpatriarchialpatriarchical order but to recognize
that modifying forces such as a shift from an
agrarian culture to a more urbanized culture will
cause the family to have to adapt to a more dem-
ocratic order withinwithjwitha the familyamily structure
to stress the democratic concept of family order
so that various family members might develop their
godlike potential more through choice and self
expression

none of the above my interpretation of the churchs
position would bes

would you be able to substantiate this position by citing
a recent address or statement of a living prophet on this
issue yes no

mark
church Is
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part lh
2 zion in the last days

zion as a scriptural concept deals mainly with the
great zionist movement presently in progress among
the jews who are being gathered out of the nations
and returning to the sacred lands of israel to build
up the city of jerusalem

the time has come to establishreestablishre the image of the
church in the consecrateconsecratedconsecratedand and dedicated land of mis-
souri and to bring back to the consciousness of the
peopleeople of the church the early foundations established
in missouri that to fulfill his purpose there must
be built the city of the new jerusalem in jackson
county missouri which will be the first of the
cities of zion

the blessings and promises regarding zion have in-
significant meaning in our modern day compared to
the urgency of immediate problems facing the church
such as the civil rights movement

none of the above my interpretation of the churchs
position would be

would you be able to substantiate this position by citing
a recent address or statement of a living prophet on this
issue yes no

MI s
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part IA

3 temple marriage

temple marriage must be considered as a divine in-
junction from diety it also must be recognized
that there are extenuating circumstances which might
suggest a couple be married in a civil cermonycarmony first
by the bishop anoand then prepare to go to the temple

young people are trifling with their divine destiny
treating lightly a great commandment and casting
aside as dross the greatest opportunity that can
come to them when they fall to marry in the temple

there is no question that temple marriagerriageariage has great
pragmatic value it is wellwaiiweilweli established that there
are less divorces among those who marry in the
temple than those who marry outside the temple con-
sidering merely the benefits of a more enduring
relationship it would seem that most couples would
want to take advantage of this benefit it would
seem to give them a great psychological edge over
other types of marriages

none of the above my interpretation of the churchs
position would be

would you be able to substantiate this position by citing
a recent address or statement of a living prophet on this
issue yes no

Part
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part 1aaa

4 how to recognize and deal with false educational ideas
one of the very greatest threats to the church is
false educational ideas the precepts of men have
gone so far in subverting our educational system that
in many cases a higher degree today in the socalledso
social

called
sciences can bobe tantamount to a major in-

vestment in error

it is a falsealsefaiseaise system that would seek to trammel the
mind of a man and tell him how he must think the
nature of mans agency is such that he must be freed
to think independently for himself only through a
confrontation with true and false notions can his
mind forrett out the truth thus mans reason
is thetho finalinalfinaiinai court of appeal

because man must be aware of the world about him he
should not consider false educational ideas as a
threat but rather a great opportunity to become
more knowledgeable

none of the above my interpretation of the churchs
position would be

would you be able to substantiate this position by citing
a recent address or statement of a living prophet on this
assueissue

yes no

rec ize ationalactional
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wouldmouldmouid you be able to substantiate this position by citing a
recent address or statement of a living prophet on this
issue

105

part XA

5 satanssatanggatans power in personal and national affairs
young people within the church are going to fightight a
final battle which is closer to us than we know
they need to be protected fromfro the adversary because
they are fighting not only against their own fleshy
but against enemies in high places against empiresemp
against irestorganized sin organized rebellion and all
types of riots disobedience and lawlessness

quite often men attribute everything which is evil
to satan rather than to the people who through
their personal agency become engaged in wrong acts
or thoughts

there isJs no question as to the reality of satan as
far as the church is concerned but to attribute all
wars social evils calamities and destruction
directly to him would be tantamount to voidvold manmans
agency

none of the above my interpretation of the churchs
positionposit wouldlonion be

yes no

S
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part IA

6 sex education

because of the wellknownwell1well factactknown16nown thatf parents are
not instructing their children in regards to sexual
reproduction the school must assume this respons-
ibility

since the school is a public servant having respons-
ibility to prepare youth for proper citizenship a well
organized community programprograi which will develop
healthier attitudes toward sex should be developed
and used

whether used by skilled or unskilled any teaching
to young people that describe and illustrate human
reproductive organs and their functions do not
harmonize with the gospel and the church is there-
fore opposed to such

none of the above my interpretation of the churchs
position would bes

would you be able to substantiate this position by citing
a recent address or statement of a living prophet on this
issue

yes no

rega
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thethle due process of law is often so cumbersocumbersomecumbersomesome and
slow that there may be justification to break the
law to dramatize its inequity it must be stressed
however that the individual must be prepared to
suffer the consequences of a broken law

107

parpart IA

7 campus revolts

force and compulsion will never establish the ideal
society this can only come by a transformation
within the individual soulsoui a life brought into
harmony with the divine will we must be born
again H

when society failsfallsfalis to correct any wrong those who
are oppressed have a moral obligation to organize
and revolt by various methods in order to bring
about helpful and legitimate change

none of the above my interpretation of the churchschurchy
position would be

would you be able to substantiate this position by citing
a recent address or statement of a living prophet on this
issue

yes no

t
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8 birth control

the church declares no official dogma or position
on birth control this area remains the interpre-
tive responsibility of the couple depending upon
financial and health circumstances

birth control is at times a necessary expedient
such an instance would be when a husband is going
to school and the wife is forced to support the
couple by working outside the home

where a husband and wife enjoy health and vigor and
are free from impurities that would be entailed
uponunon their posterity it is contrary to the teachings
of the church artificially to curtail or prevent
the birth of children
none of the above my interpretationinterpret ofatlon the churchs
position would be

would you be able to substantiate this position by citing a
recent address or statement of a living prophet on this
issue

yes no

21
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nonenon of the above my interpretation of the churcheschurchs
position would be

would you be able to substantiate this position by citing
a recent address or statemintstatementstatement of a living prophet on this
issue

109

part IA

9 premaritalpre sexmarital
the church has consistently maintained a strict
authoritative standard regarding kissing passionate
kissing and petting it has arbitrarily dictated
the dress standard being at the knee or below and
it is the standard bishops are aked to use in the
temple interview

the church more strongly encourages young girls to
set the standard of purity during the dating period
because young men biologically are more easily
aroused than young women

the church does not consider anydifferenceany betweendifference
a standard of morality for men and women there is
only one position complete chastity for both men
and women no amount of rationalisingrationalizing can change
gods law no amount of fashion designing can change
immodesty into virtue and no amount of popularity can
change sin into righteousness

yes no
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part IA

10 drugs

it must be recognized that drug abuse cannot be
stopped by legislation but only by teaching
people of the harmfulharlnharin effectsfuiful of drugs society
will then abhoreashore the use of drugs and effect the
change we would like to see come about

the first presidency has appealed to the church
membership to strictly keep the word of wisdom by
not using alcohol tobacco and drugsdrug of any form
durgsburgs are to be avoided as one would avoid the
very gates of hellbellheliheii we should also seek stronger
legislation to control them

to date the church has not made any official state-
ments in regards to the use of drugs however com-
mon sense would dictate that our youth should not
use them

none of the above my interpretationinterpret ofatlon the churchs
position would be

would you be able to substantiate this position by citing
a recent address or statement of a living prophet on this
issue

yes no

tonosl I1p
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uncertainuncertaincerta
6 the president is hobbled in his task of leading the

american people to consensus and concerted action by the
restrictions of power imposed upon him by a constitu-
tional system designed for an 18th century agrarian
society far removed from the centers of world powerpoweropogero

I1

illiii
part IB

instructionsinstructionssInstructioninstructions the following are direct statements made by
men with various backgrounds prophets
statesmen philosophers read each state-
ment carefully and markmarrluark the response whcih
most clearly represents your feelings in
regards to the statement

lo10 we cannot really judge the goodness of an act unless we
know what it means to the individual

whcjhc
depreorepreosents

as2s

theyarethemare

agree disagree uncertain
2 next to the pursuit of peace the really great challenge

to the humanhan family is the race between food supply and
population increase

agree disagree uncertain
3 when a man and a woman are married and they agree to

limit their offspring to two or three and practice
devises to accomplish this purpose they are guilty of
sin which eventually must be punished

agree disagree uncertain
4 we are going to take all that we think is unnecessarily

being spent by the haves and give it to the have notsnetsbots
agree disagree uncertain

5 the earth is approaching a period of peace which shall
come in one of two ways I1 the destructiondestructidestructs of wicked
people or 2 people will repent and take upon them-
selves the name of jesus christ in the prescribed manner

agree disagree

agree disagree uncertain
f

T7 the lord does not leave us ignorant of his will on current
issues he has given us living prophets to interpret thesethege

agree disagree uncertain
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9 with no more good sense than is required for imperfect

husband and imperfect wifewifbif to live together in reasonable
accord americans can accomodateaccommodate themselves to a world
in which millennial peace must await the millenniummillenmilienhium

lo10

31ji

socletcocletjoy

imperaimperf ectact
imperfimperaect
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part XB continued

8 the survivors of our generation will enjoy a zion society
in america

agree disagree

agree disagree uncertain
10303.0 the communist party should be stamped out in the united

states
agree disagree uncertain

11313.1 we have inherited from our forefathers a governmental
structure which so divided power that effective dealing
with economic problems is cumbersome of course in-
action is what the founding fathers intended inaction
until such time as an overwhelming consensus was prepared
for action they were right in their day but they are
wrong in ours

agree disagree uncertain
12 the duty of the school is to instill patriotism and

loyalty to the government and society the real pur-
pose of the school is to develop character

agree disagree uncertain
13 what the presidency say as a presidency is what the

lord would say if he were here and it is scripture
agree disagree uncertain

14 the supreme court is now leading a christian nation
down the road to atheism

agree disagree uncertain
15015 the tendency of the federal government to more and more

control the revenue of the country should be reversed
not increased

agree disagree uncertain
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part 1bab continued
16.16lgig the great war that has just passed WW II11 willwilwll be an

insignificant thing as far as calamity is concerned
compared to that which is before us

agree disagree uncertain
17 if a man takes another mans life except in conformity

with the civil law he should be punishepunishedpunished by the shedding
of blood after a public trial by a legally constituted
court

agree disagree uncertain
18 it is folly for the united nations now seeking ways and

means to permanent peace to exclude the idea of god from
their deliberations

agree disagree uncertain
19 social pressure will force the church to modify its

archaic stand on the negromegro

agree disagree uncertain
20 it will not be long before those who are scatterscattered

over the fact of the earth by millions will die like
fliesfiles because of what will come

agree disagree uncertain
21 no man or set of men of their own wisdom and by their

own talentstalentaien are capable of governing the human family
agree disagree uncertain

22 we are false prophets to ourselves when we do not foll-
ow the prophet of god

agree disagree uncertain
23 it takes faith for the young woman to bear her family

instead of accepting employment especially when
schooling for the young man is to be finished

agree disagree uncertain

1
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29 the essence of priesthood may be only specialization

of labor the male specializingspeciall inzing the external and the
female in the internal affairs of family life but
neither with exclusive jurisdiction A household needs
a head only when the alternative candidatescand cannotoatesdates
agree

heahaa

uncertaincertain
26 perhaps the greatest value of patriarchal decision

making has been not that the decision is wiseriserwisar but
that it saved arguments over who should decide

ionlon

260280

becisdecis

uralismoralism

fainiefainilsochatsoclat
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part IB continued

24 the people in government then find it necessary to put
the lid on the universities to repress protest

agree disagree uncertain
25 when will the negro membemembersbembe be ordained to the priesth-

ood I1 think the answer isls in the handsands and hearts
of the membership

agree disagree

agree disagree

agree disagree uncertain
28 it is shocking to be invited by the highplaced to be-

lieve that existencecoexistenceco is not acceptable and pluralism
political economiceconom andici racial pluralism is doctri-

nally invalid
agree disagree

agree disagree uncertain
30 much of the doctrine of the church regarding the family

was given during a particular historical era now past
that era was dominated by rural values and by practices
sustaining the functions of a rural family to avoid
anachronisms of doctrine and practice the church might
profitably examine the status of the family in the modemmodam
world todays family should not be expected to
conformcon toforra the churchs model of the family if thatmodel is based upon the economic and social expectationsof nineteenth century america

agree disagree uncertain

2440

0

but the students of today have strong convictions
they will escalate a confrontation instead of going
home to study or write their congressman because that
is all that there is left to do
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part 1113

instructions confine your answers to the space provided be-
tween the questions

1 do you makehakea a conscious effortefforeffar to teach the positions
and counsel of the living prophets yes no
how

2 do you use the conference reports in your classesyes no in what way

3 do you try to answer the current problem of todaystoday
culture with the use of statements of the living
prophets yes no how

makea t

0
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part iliIII11111iill
instructions

ISSUESESSUES

assuming that the following ten issues would
be the ten current problems that most concern
LDS college students in your judgment is
the curriculum material course outlines
prepared by the department sufficiently re-
plete with statementsstatementsstatestato ofmentsmente the living prophets
that would provide an adequate answer to these
current issues in an organized fashion

dept outlines dept outlines
adequate in de- notdo- not adequate
fining this issue in defining
with current this issue
statements of living with cur
prophets rent state-

ments of livuv
jngjn2 propheteprophetspr9 t3hets

i1 role of parenthood in todaytodays
culture

2 zion in the last days

3 temple marriage

4 how to recognize and deal
with false educational
ideas

5 satansatans power in personal
and national affairs

6 sex education
7 campus revolt

9 premarital sex

10 drugs

11 do you feel an alphabetized syllabus containing state-
ments and quotations concerning current issues made by
living prophetsprophelprophet would be helpful to you

yes no why
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CURRENT ISSUES

instructions select the 10 most important current issuesissuer
to youyoue no exact order is necessary listI11 to 10

peaceful demonstrations
to seek reform
should pacifistspaclfPacipaclpacle athiestsathifistsistsests
or

ests
communists be allowed

to speak
the new freedomfre vsedoin free
agency

adressjdress standards
drugs
crime
role of parenthood in w

todays culture
role of patriarchaelPatriarchael

atheism agnosticism
suicide

solution to US & foreign
poverty problem
mental illness
housingjhousinggeoJHogro andusing urban develop
ment
unemployment
art

illegitimate births
premarital sex
birth control
credit buying
death of god theory
unions and strikes
government welfare
programs
liquor by the drink
should the constitution
of the US be changed
or modernized

virgin birth of christ
separation of church and
state
temple marriage
can church leaders speak on
temporal matters
pornography
can church leaders speak on
pollticapoliticalpolitica principles
censorship
how to recognize and deal
with false educational ideas

dzion in the last days
satanssatan power in personal and
national affairsjuvenile delinquency
youth and leisurelelsulelau time
role of america in the last
days
american home
entertainment kind and
quality
foreign A is
civil rights
proper role of government

jcampus revolts
investments and speculation
social security
communism
military serviceervice and the brafdraftdraf
socialism
behavioral sciences in church
and gospel
when do living prophets speak
scripture

blowjhowbiow to choose a vocation
criminal reform or punishment
israel and arab war
negative income tax
science and religion
capital punishment
rioting
sensitivity training groups
brainwashing
sex education

current

ipeaceful
I1

dress

zion

affairefairswar
re

how

homosexuality
1
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gold standard
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THE USE MADE OF statements AND MESSAGES OF THE MODERN

PROPHETS IN ANSWERING CURRENT ISSUES OF

importance TO COLLEGE STUDENTS

gale J brimhall

department of religious instruction
MRE degree august 1969

ABSTRACT

this study was designed to evaluate the LDS in-
stitute instructors use of statements made by leaders of the
church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday these leaders
have instructed church school teachersteacher to teach what the
prophets have said and not the teachers own ideas or views
on doctrine

the data from this study show the following 1 ap-
proximately twenty per cent of instructor responses in selec-
ting the stated principles of the church on a current issue
are incorrect 2 the ability of the instructors to recoglecog
nise prophetsprophet statements from nonprophetsnon statementsprophets is
seventythreeseventy perthree cent 3 over nintydinty per cent of the in-
structors use prophets messages in their teaching and coun-
seling but have no organized procedure 4 over fifty per
cent of the instructors feel the course outlines are not
adequate on current issues and 5 nintydinty three per cent
would like an alphabetized syllabus of prophets statements
on current issues the main recommendation is that instruc-
tion methods and materials be prepared to assist the
church teacher in teaching messages of the modern prophets
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